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NOTES'FROM THE PRESIDENT
James H. McBath,

iy

N.

j)

By all measures, this has been an auspicious year for,AC. Membership continues
to grow; we are active and financially sound; our new name reflects more accurately the
Professional scope of our membership.,
ACA's commissions and task forces continue to produce work of importance to the
field:
(1)
The Commission on Departmental Data, directed by William Atnold,,is now
developing a quantitative profile of the field, indicating its size, practices, and
conditions. Career trends and policies Were examined and reported this year. '(2) The
Commissio n Departmental Evaluation and Program DevelofMent, chaired by Stanford.Owin,
has developed guidelines for evaluation of departments and programs at college-level
institutiois and is"ready to nomipate consultants for program evaluation.
(3)
The Task
Force on ersonnel Evaluation, beaded by Dwight Freshley, has produced guidelines for
worklo
equivalencies, departmenta)l chairperson evaluation, and student evaluation of
c
rses.
The Ab-committeepon hiring, contract renewal and tenure will present its program a,t Houston.
(4)
The Commission on Status of the Field, headed by Jack Matthews,
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is charged with developing a taxonomy of definitions and parameters of the field for
use ky educational agencfes.,
ii'he summer seminar in Austin, Texas, "Implications of Current Trends for Speech
Comal4ication Planning," directed by David SMith, examined social, economic, and educeThe BULLETIN, edited by
tionpl trends that influencie departmental. decision-making.
Robert N. Hall, appeared quarterly With information reports and papers on concerns of
communication administrators. The newly-designed BULLETLN has become an important
resource for the professipn; its contents are cited increasingly in articles, books,
and bibliographies.
Finally, the E/ecutive Committee developed both copy and a proposal for a new
careers brochure. The proposal,fsubmitted to the SCA Administrative Committee at its
October meeting, was rejected on the grounds of expense. Since the ACA Executive Committee believes that we cannot afford not to have an appealing careers brochure, we
shall continue our efforts to produce one.
My term of offi9e has benefited from a strong executive committee whose members
Several colleagues had speare a fair cross-section of the schools that ACA serves.
Hal
Gulley
often
was
consulted
on
projects
and policies oricial responsibilitieis.
Anita Taylor, the vice-president,, again has organized.*
ginated during his presidency.
programs that excel among the convention's most appealing and usefdl offerings. Bob
Hall, editor and ex-officio member of the committee, continues service of inestimable
value to ACA and the profession. To all members of the executive committee I extend
..my thanks for their contributions to the advancement of our field.

THREE MEMBERS ELECTED TO
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

With a more than sixty percent ballot return, the membership elected three persons to the
Executive Committee, Those elected were: William E. Arnold, Acting Dean, College of Fine Arts,
Arizona State University, Tempe; Dwight L. Freshley, Chairperson, Department of Speech CommunicaE. Nebergall, Chairperson, Department of Speech
tion, University of Georgia, Athens; and Roger
Communication, University of Illinois, Urbana.
Retiring frOm the Committee after three years of service to the Association are Halbert E.
Gulley, Northern Illinois University, and James H.,NMcBath, University of Southern California.
Both Professor Gulley and Professor McBath served as President of the ACA: Professor Colley in
1974 and Professor McBath in 1975. The wisdom and leadership of both helped brAng the ACA to a
position of prominence within the profession, Because of their work, the ACA is on a sound
footing and is moving ahead in.dealing with the professional areas of our field.
The Executive Committee and the Staff Coordinator extend their sincere thanks for the contributions both made during their years of service.

Editor's Note --

k

When the SCA National Office, and, thus, the ACA Office, was moved from New.York City t
Northern Virginia, an entirely new support staff was hired. From among the staff, Michele
As the months passed andvpressures on
McGlade ,...tas'osen to serve as Assistant to the Editor.
As will be seen in this
the editor m
mounted, Ms. McGlade took on more and more respongibility.
issue, she prepared materials that were deemed to be of value to administrators. In addition,
she reviewed all of the articles correcting grammar, spelling and, in some cases, doing the
rewriting necessary to make an article publishable.
Ms. McGlide, a graduate of Bryn Mawr College with an English Major, has resigned her position
with the SCA to take a job more in keeping with her training. As she leaves, I want to publicly
wish her well and,to offer her a special thank you for being a real assistant. Her uork has been
much appreciated; her assistance will be truly missed.
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EMPLOYMENT OE SPEECH COMMUNICATION GRADUATES:
A REVIEW OF PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS\
Robert N. Hall

fie

a
Five years ago, the Speech Communication Association'Administrative Committee directed the
autWor to publish annually a report that would review the activities of.the'SCA Placement Service.
When the ACA was founded in 1971, the decision was made that.the Pla4nent repOrt would be published by this Association. After all, it was reasoned, who should be more concerned about the
Knowing full well that that reasoning i5 not totally sound, the
job market than chairpersons.
problems being encountered by students looking for employment are so gr\eat that it is worthwhile
to review the situation again. When the first of theseoreports appeared three and one-halfyears
ago,' the situation was indeed bleak.
Since that-time, little has changed.
Although in recent years we have seen estimates of the national supply and demand for holders
of doctorates, no really significant studies have been made that deal with individual professions.
Almost all of theseudies have been on a national level. A 1973 Carnegie Commission report concludes that "there is likely to be a large surplus of Ph.D.'s in the 1970's°: a surplus that will
reach sizeable proportions by 1980, at lest in relation to any reasonable projection of demand
based on past patterns of employment of Ph.D.'s."2 Other academic marketpleceanalysts have made
the same prediction, noteworthy among-them is Allan.M. Cartter, the only person to project thee.,
situation that did develop in the late 1960's.3
In the decade of the 1960's, the increase in production of doctorates-increased by 300%. Thi
rate of increase was larger than the increase of bachelor degree awards.. This should have been
It was not until the current decade that
recognized as a bad omen; unfortunately, it was not.
academicians actually recognized that student enrollments were stabilizing, and, in many cases,
This fact, along with governmental pressures for strict accountability and sttdentdecreasing.
facqlty ratios, should have brought professions to, begin a careful analysis of their, situations,
of the placement of students, of faculty advising; again, it did not. Departments across. the full
spectrum of academia continued to add and/or expand graduate programs, new degree programs such
as a doctor of arts were, proposed. No one appeared to be concerned that young people, many with
a doctorate, were unable to find employment.
The 1973 Carnegie Commission report indicated very clearly that the demand for new college
y
faculty would soon be less than fift,Rercent
of the projected supply.4 When we'add to that the
"hold-over" surplus that is now developing and the number of faculty members forced into the job
market by retrenching and abolished programs, we have what has to be a serious situation in
The problem is compounded by a recession that continues to make it look unlikely that
academe.
According to-Cattterrit would tak
any of t-his_surplus can be absprbed by business and industry.
/an annual groh
wt rate of more than nine percent in the private sector of our economy to even be in
'to absorb the surplus oflPh.D.'s being produced.5 No one anticipates that type of growth.
Because the federal government and such national education organizatiOns as the ACE have consistently ignored or misunderstood speech communication,6 it is difficult to see correctly how
this profession stands in comparison to the aggregate reports. \It it, however, difficult to d spictpre of the academic marketplace that continues to emerge from the studi s
pute the nation
"Even if all ju ior
,Cartter makes the point most graphically when 'he writes:
being made. Ag
colleges werec verted to four -year colleges, every high school graduate went to college, an
every new college teacher hirted in the future possessed the Ph.D., by 1980 a smaller percent.:e
of doctoral degree recipients would be likely to find academic positions than has been true or
the preceding 25 years."7
If the, job market seems bleak for doctoral students, it appears no brighter for the gra uatin
In a report published in the New York Times, college placement officers contend that
senior.
"again in 1976, job offers to graduates in engineering, accounting, business management and agriculture are expected to be plentiful. But seniors in the liberal arts and education face a other:
difficult period."8 One director of university placement was quoted as saying, "Compared to 10
years ago, the job market for most seniors still looks rotten, but just now it,seems no wo
than during 1975."9

I

er

,'Because seniors without technical or.business specialties faced so many problems in finding .
emp.loYment in recent years, the survey1:t4orted'in thP Times asked the companies covered what
tae
liberal arts student 'coilld
to make him/her more employable. Those campanies'that responded. .1
ind4cated that these stu
ts'"take a minor in a'business subject and take a course in economics
or statistics or compu r science along with their general studies."1° Of equal significance was
the point "that the /ize or type o0C-011ege that job-hunters attended or the grades they made
were of less impo ance to employers this year than that person's qualities, such as maturity,
initiative, en %Islam and poise."11 The report also indicates that going on for a master's
degree would
of little value, except in those areas where the jots are already plentiful.
Having aintpd a gloomy picture o the entire.job market, it is time to'look at the speech
,communicat n arts and sciences in particular.
g into account the traditional attitude taken by faculty advisors that the only thing
a perso can do withia speech major is train people to be teaohers, we can onlY'paint an exceptional y gloomy picture for undergraduate .11-Ajors.
With national trends accurately predicting
cont uing economic problems, the only way this profession can help its urittergraduate majors is
by
crash'program
of the reeducation of faculty advisOrs. Advisors who have the courage and
o.
se
to send their students to other discipline fdi cognate work and who, more importantly,'

ry, ng tocreeate thwir own image in the students they advise.t

Speech communication
ld be qualified for virtuallYany, non-academic, non-technical job provided they are
that ey.can do something besides teach and provided they are advised to take their
eloectivesand th r minor in useful areas: - :;This in no way implies that the humanistic values
cherished by this ield and all of the other liberal arts are going to be compromised. If the
student has beenotaught properly in themajor courses, the values will be there. But what advantage is to be gained by producing majors who are unemployable? What student who has been trained
to be "the good man speaking well" but who is unemployable is going to encourage others to major
in this field? Of equal Importance is the qUestion, how long can this profession endure with a
primary objective of seff-containment?.
-' A look at Table 1 will provile an illustration of the'problem this profession/faces. The
data, taken from the, SCA DiAectoty p6 Gtaduate Ptoglans, 12 shows that in 1968-69, the first year
when the job crisis was recognized by this profession,,there were 6,995 students in masters
programs.
By 1975-76, that figure has almost doubled. Taking into account the increase in
departments reporting and the factor of error inherent in'the survey, we still can draw, the conclusion that one an
being utilized to solve the unemployment problem is to encourage students
Ao go oh to gtadu e school for a masters degree. But t4e data alsO shows that the total number
of faculty membe
has been stabilized since 1971; thus, we can assume there is a decreasing oppor
t unity for these graduate students to find employment teaching others to be teachers
who in turn
t
Jean teach other to.be teachers.
,During the academic year 1966-67, the SCA Placement Service had a total of 1,409 listings
which appeared in its monthly "Bulletin.", By the 1971-72 academic year, the number of listings
had decreased to 509.13 Tables 2, 3 and 4 show that the listings dropped to a low of 467 in
1972-73 and have now begun to stabilize in the 50q to 600 range.- At the same time, the number of
positions requiring a Ph.D. is only a.lietle over 'half of all positions'listed. Of equal importanCe is the fact that in 1973-74 we graduated 553 Ph.D.'s.--a lumber that exceeded the total
number of positions available: There is no reason to believe that when the 1977 -78 edition of
the G'tadaate Ditectoty is prepared in November of this year, the same trend will no/ continue.
We have witnessed the same trend in the regional areas. TAle 5 presents further evidence
that the academic marketplace, although somewhat fluid, is decreasing.
In -other. words, we have
ample evidence that wt can no longer find jobs in colleges arid dhiversities for all-a-st e
graduate students we are training. The information containetf in Table 1i indicates that o specialty within the profession is exempt from the over-production .problem.
The unfortuna e fact is
that we ha e no data on the seniors; we can only surmise what is happening on the basis of
national tre ds.
Now, the question is:
What is this profession to do? In reviewing the references and the
.
footnote citations in the McBath and Burhans book, Communication Education 60A. Cateets, many
people have writtep-about the need to re-evaluate our existing programs and our faculty advising"'
tdOniques, but no significant action to do either If these has taken place.14 It is worthwhile
here to quote two pragmatic reasons frOm the McBath and Burhans book why this profession must
.

ckjinge its attitudes:

First, the indiLference of departments, individual professors, and faculty
-advisors to the career implications of theit programs has contributed to the fact
that for many students the process of planning one's academic experience to maximize its benefits (whether intellectual, spiritual, or occupational) is a chaotic
process influenced more by chance than by rational choice. Students decide what
courses to take, what, fields to major in, and, eventually, what type of career to
pufsue on the basis of whim or rumor or happenstance rather than through a careful
analysis of their own abilities and interests in relation to the demands and
challenges of various careers.
The second pragmatic point to be made is a less noble one. If speech communication faculties are not persuaded by the arzument that it is part of their professional responsibility to supply students with career information, some may be moved
In the late 1930s and 1960s,
by 'he argument that it is neceszotty for them_ to do. so.
with record college enrollments and the number of jobs for college graduates almost
`always exceeding the number of graduates looking for. jobs, students and educators
alike could placidly assume that when the time came employment would take care of
itself.

The 1970s, however present a different problem. With decreasing overall
college enrollments-,,with diminishing job opportunities for graduates, with budgetary reductions, and with some departments experiencing a decline In the number of
majors and other students they server increasing attention is beilg. gten,to the
need to actively recruit students. And one of the ways by which departments of speech
communication can attract more student's is to develop better answers to questions
about the career relevance of. the courses they teach and the degrees they offer.
'These two auya'rs tan state that it may not ibe 'Y.noble" to suggest that our survival as a discipline depends, somewhat on a commitment to our students, bit survival is rarely called ignoble.
There are,
Nor, for that matter, has the humane concern for mankind been classified as ignoble.
,of'course, those who will insist that speech communication is a social science, not a humanistic

,,

Well, 1(t us'hdpe that even those who reject' the humanistic ;label will remember that up
t,o ten years agu they were part of a humanistic liberaeart., mere change izephilosophical outlodk does not or shoUld not change a basic human behagior pattern.
It is no longer.a question of should speech communicatioa departments get involved in career
The literature on "how" is growing daily.16
education; it is a question of when and how.
In
addition, the ACA has sponsored programs at its national convention in 1974 and 1975 on planning
The SCA has sponsored convention workshops and caucuses on the problem.
for nan-academic careers.
All of these programS;have been reported in issues of this BULLETIN.17
So now the Aealquestion to employment problems and prospects'is "when" will departments come
out of the ivory towex to face reality. The academic marketplace is stagnant at best. Graduate
,faculties and fatuities in general can no longer hide behind their research 'and their unemployed
or underemployed students. The reality of the job situation is here, it has been here for at lea
five years, and prospects are that it will remain here indefinitely. The main task that needs to
be done is the re-education of the entire profession; a re-education that makes it possible'to
The problem of re-education is monumental but
recognize non-academic employment as respectable.
But
if
we
continue
to
ignore
the
national cues for change, the literature
not insurmountable.
recomMending methods to'achieve change, and the data, limited as it may be, from the profession,
we will eventually face, a serious problem of survival as a discipline.
Perhaps the problem can be summed up by relating a recent discussion. The question being
discussed was whether money should be allocated to publish a new careers in speech communication
The argument was settled when one,of the particibrpehure or to expanding a scholarly journal.
pants stated, "I'll Ye damned angry if one of my articles is rejected because of a lack of pages
Maybe the question of "when" will be
in the journal." The allocation went to the journal.
an ered when the profession becomes more important than the individuals in it.
Study.
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SUMMARY DATA FROM THE
SCA DIRECTORY OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS

.

DEPARTMENTS

.

#

193
160
57'
6,995
1,867

Departments represented
Institutions' represented
.Departments offering doctorate

Egmber of masters students
Islumber of doctoral students

,...

2,969

Departmental faculty members
Faculty members holding doctorates

1971-72
Directory

1969-70
Directory

1968-69
Directory

1,593

244
190
75
9,512
2,449
3,707
1,978

2

278
203
87

10,322
2,322
4,,355

2,332

FEE /TUITION CHARGES
,/-

Lowest 'charges
Highest, charges

9.00
1,650.00
5.00
57.00

b

Lowest charges by credit hour
Highest charges by credit hour

27..50

2,300.00
7.00,
61,00

39.00
2,500.00

87.00

FINANCIAL AID OFFERED
110.00
t7,500.00

100.00
8,168.00

Lowest amount ofleied
Highest amount offered

50.00
7,500.00

FINANCIAL AID APPOINTMENTS
f969

1968

1967
3,253

4,6

j76/T

'1970
4,925

.

1972
.4,720

1971'
5,068

,

NUMBER OF DEGREES GRANTED
Al

196,-1968
,EN
2,518

I

Masters
Doctorates

fi

360

19 69 -19 70

3,607-

511

r

TABLE, 1

SUMMARY DATA FROM-THE
SCA DIRECTORY OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS

.278

57

244
190
75

6:995
1,867
2,969
1,593

9,512
2,449
3,107
1,978

10,322
2,322
4,355

9.00
--1,650.00

27.50
2,300.00

193
160

.%

$

1971-72
Directory'

1969-70
Directory

1968-69
Directot5r-

45.00
57.:00

.

1973-74
Directory

1975-76
Directory

289
206
93

288
204

203
87

'2,332

39.00
2,500.00
9.00
.
87.00

7.00'
61100

89

12,246
2,647
4,352
2,666k

10,518
2,388
4,370
2,477

39.00
2,600.00

.10.50
3,119.00

1 10.00
1100.00

120.00

.

8.00.

4

50.00
7,500.00

110.00

100.00
8,168.00

7,500.00'

50.00
9,700.00

00.00
00.00

10

FINANCIAL AID APPOINTMENTS
1969
4776-6-

1970
-4;925

1972
4,720

1971
5,068

1973
4,605

1974
4,549

1975
4,387

NUMBER OF DEGREES GRANTED IN:
1969-1970

1967-196B-

2,518
360

4

3,607
511-

1971-1972

1973-1974

4,601

4,849

559

553

SPEECH COMMUNICATIDN
A-S-SOCTNTFO'
9.
PLACEMENT SERVICE

TABLE ,2

Academic Year September 1, 1974 - August.31, 1975
592
LISTINGS RETRIEVAL FORM TOTAL
LO New Listings

577

Relistings

15

1. STATES
4
0
13
5

42
6
5

0

,4
12
17
0
3

4

40
30
27
13

.

o
3
1

8 .Minnetota"'"

74
2
6

26

3 Mont
3 Nebrat a I

36
211

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Elementaty School
Repertory Theatre's

Summer

8 $1000+

No Degree; Professional
.
Experience
BA-BS-BFA
MA-MS-iv1FA

Assistant Professor
As'sociate professor
Professor,
.

11 Administrative
19 Chairmanship
501 InstruOt/ional
Clinical

....77,_=$3000+

$4000+

6$5000+

26 Graduate Assistantship,`
11 Other

7 $6000+
7000+

8. PRIMARY TEACHING

x-73 $900c1+
140$1 0,000+
.

Part-time
Graduate Assistantship

7. TYPE OF POSITION

23 $2 000.+

Other

Regular
Temporary

3 Canada
1 Foreign

6. SALARY OFFERED

College or University

Not Applicable
26 Graduate Assistantship
8 Lecturer
232 Instructor
31
12

28 WiSC
2 Wyomii)g

2 Neck Mexico
47 New York
12 North Carolina
4 North Dakota

gAN,k OFFERED

264

13 Was! igt
71,Vest. Virg is

'6 New jersey,

Illinois

-11-5PhD

5.

11)/ViirrgrniDri
1
ii,at7

L New Hamrshire

Hawaii
Idaho

4k.J2EGREE DESIRED
20

4 Tennessee
37 Texas
4 Utah

IvitSSISSippi

7

23 MiSSOilyi

Nevada

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
484

Maryland

15 Massachusetts;
14 Michigan

Guam

ECCommunity-Junior College
0Secondary Schools
e

LOlti siana
Maine

3
5

TYPE OF INSTITUTION
574

28 Ohio 41
8 Oklahoma
8 Oregon
21 Pennsylvania
2 Rhode Island
6 South Carolina
4 South Lakota

11 Kentucky

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkan-sas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
-District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

113
86
44
20
10

ASSIGNMENT

,

$11,000+
$12,000+
$13,000+
$14,000+
$15,000+

,--33_,Rhetoric & Public Address,

42 Debate
65 Fundamentals .

27 General Theatre
40 Acting
17 Directing

4..,s$16,000
$17,000+
2
3
3
11
1

$18,000+
$19,000+
$20,000+
$21,000+
$22,000+
0 $23,000+
2 $24,000+
1 $2 5,000+

9

History

67 Technical
58 Communication Theory
16 Interpretation

24 Pathology-A6diology
15 Speech Education
12 Speech Science
26 Graduate Assistantship
22 Other

-YU!)

tv

--

SPEECH COhillANICATION ASSOCIATION
PLACEMENT SERVICE

TABLE 3

Ac clemic Year _S.e.p.tember _1973 ihr.u_Aligust 1974.
LISTINGS RETRIEVAL FORM TOTAL
521

0. NeV; Listings

Relistings

2

1. STATES
9- Alabama

12

0 Alaska
a_a_Arizona
8

6
10

Arkansas

California
6
0

15 Pennsylvania

Colorado

Connecticut

10
3
1
1

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

-

I

4 New Hampshire
18 New Jersey
0 New MeCco

Hawaii
Idaho

32 Illinois
20 Indiana

13 Iowa'

7

Mississippi
Missouri

19

7 Georgia
0 Guam

5 .Rhode Island

Minnesota

5

Delaware

14 _Florida

3

_011i0

9 Oklahoma
6 Oregon

3f- Massachusetts
20 Michigan

-_District of Columbia

2

Kentucky
-Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

5

2-Wyoming

--1Canada

North. aarol ina

--er Kansas

3North Dakota

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

6. SALARY OFFERED

486_ College or University
26 Community-Junior College
2 Secondary School

6 $1000+
17 $2000+
5 $3000+
7 $4000+

0
2
5

Elementary School
Repertory Theatre

7. TYPE OF PO4TION
4 Administrative
14_Chairmanship

433 Instructional
34 C linical

$50,00+

24 Graduate Assistantship

12 Ot.lr

6 $7000-F

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

112

430 EYgillar

8. PRIMARY TEACFIING
ASSIGNMENT' eit

$9000+
,

$io,000+

. IT $11,000+

64mporary

30 rhetoric & Public Address

46 $12,000+

0_ Summer 3 Part-1irne

42 Debate
69 Fundamentals

16, $13,000+

24 Graduate Assistantship

.14,000+
$15,000+

21 General Theatre

4$16,000+

4. DEGREE DESIRED
4 No Degree; Professional
Experience

28 BA-BS-'BFA
189. MA-MS-MFA
300 PhD

20 Acting
5 Directing
4 HisIory
59 Technical

---1$17,000;±
5 $18,000+
4 $19,000+
4 $20,000+
2 $21,000+
3 $22,000+

69 Commhication Theory
9 interpretation
Radio-TV-Film
Pathology-Audiology.

4

$23,000+
$24,000+

5. RANK OFFERED
Not Applicable
Graduate Assistan

0 Foreign

1 $6000+

Other

--='$25,000+

1

Speech Education

_____8_Sreech Science

Up

24 Graduate Assistantship
5 Other

ip

3 Lecturer
178 Ins

4

47ASSiStalli Professor
35 Associate Professor
"6 -Professor

8 Virginia
10 Washington

6 West Virginia
13 Wisconsin

59 New York
4

8 South Carolina
7 South Dakota
9 Tennessee
14 Texas
4 Utah
3 Vermont

/3

4

SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION
PLACEMENT SERVICE

TABLE 4

Academic Year,,SeytoMber, 1 72 Auoust,,1973
467
LISTINGS RETRIEVAL-F-ORW- TOTAL

0.. New Listin4s

455-

zings

12

1., STATES

13

'12 A la!)7.1ma

0 Alaska
3 Arizona
3 Arkansas
26 California

15
5

17
17

Delal.vare

5

District of Columbia
14 Florida
7

15
2

Georgia

3

-Guam

0

Idaho

15

32 Illinois
13 Indiana

43

12
6

Oklahoma

8- Maryland

9 Connecticut
1
1

24R

6 ,Maine

Colorado

4

Kentucky
Louisiana'

.Pennsylvania
2 Rhode Island

1.40---,°erengn°sn

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

1 South Carolina
8

,

34 Texas

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

1

2

New H
2

Iowa
Kansas

3
4

2., TYPE OF INSTITUTION

.

439 College or University
19 Community-Junior College
0 Secondary School.
0 Elementary School
6 Repertory Theatre
3 Other

4
2
6
4

19
81
79

3. TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

42-Temporary

51
36
10
11

-Summer

5Part-time

18 Graduate Assistantship

.15
19 No Degree; Professional
Experience

19 BA-BS-BFA
2-GT-MA-MS-MFA
8 PhD

5.-"RANK OFFERED
.

18 Graduate Assistantship

3 Lecturer
198 lt,structor
179 Assistant. Professor
444 Associate Professor
0 Professor

SALARY OFFERED

$1000+
$2000+
3000+

inotit
Virgil
Washin ton
West Virginia
`Wisconsin'

3
C antan,g

0

Foreign

7. TYPE OF POSITION

395 Instructional
14 Clinical

$\-44 00+

$5090+
$600 +..

18 Graduate Assistantship

11 Other

$7000,,j-

$8000+
$9000+

,8. PRIMARY TEACHING
ASSIGNMENT

,

$11,000+
$12,000+
$13,000+
$14,000+
$15,000+
$16,000+
$17,000+

]--7$19,000+
$20,000+
$ 21,000+
1
$22,000+
$23,000+
1
$24,000+
0
0
$25,000+
0

Utah

AdminiStrative
17 'Chairmanship

-2
2
7 -$18,000+

4. DEGREE DESIRED

25__Not Applicable

hire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota.

112$10,000+

396 Regular

South Dakota

7 Tennessee

Mississippi
Missouri

Up

26 Rhetoric. & Public Address
52 Debate
54 Fundamentals*

25 General Theatre

12 Acting
15
12

Directing
History

72 T

43 CoMmunication Theory

-11-Interpretation
74 Radio-TV-Film

14 Pathology-Audiology
13 Speech Education

-9 Speech Science
Graduate Assistantship
..18 _Other
1.13

TABLE 5

CONVENTION LISTINGS
San Francisco
Dec. 27430

SCA CONVENTION

Chicago
Dec. 27-30
1972

1971

New York
Nov. 8-11

-

Chicago
Dec. 27-30

1973

1974

27

16

10
28
22

TYPES OF POSITIONS:

Audiology &Pathology

8

ComMunication Theory
Graduate, Assistantships
Elementary & Set ondary
Oral Interpretation
Other
Rhetoric & Puc Address
Debate
Fundamentals
Radio-TV-Film
Speech Education
Speech Science
Theatre

w

8

10
28

23.
15
8

8

5

13

3

7

7

11

5

15
39
40

9

16
34

7

8

6

18
23
53
10

4

4

3

3

53

39

31

39

'184

220

169

223

Au,

2

8

24

29

.

TOTAL
.

WESTERN CONVENTION

Fresno
Nov. 22-24

CENTRAL STATES CONVENTION

1975

3

2

7

no'

i

report

1
2

2

1

6

-

3

1

,

2

3

1

1

12

23

Minneapolis
-Apr. 5-7
1973

Chicago
Apr. 7-8

1

4

TO

7

1'

Milwaukee
Apr. 4-6
1974

Chicago
Apr. 2-41975

1,
' 15

5

5

5
0

1

1

3

,5

1

.....

no
report
.

14
1-7-E

1

4\

2

13

.

6
1

9

11

10

2

c
'TOTAL

Newport Beach
ov.' 17-20

2

1972

TYPES OF POSITIONS:
Audiology & Pathology
Communication Theory
Graduate Assistantships
Oral Interpretation
Other
Rhetoric'& Public Address
Debate
Fundamentals
Radio-TV-Film
Speech Education
Theatre

Albuquerque
Nov. 18-21
1973

1

-Interpretation

TOTAL

Honolulu
Nov. 19-21
1972

1971

TYPES OF POSITIONS:
Audiology & Pathology
Communication Theory
Graduate Assistantships
Other
Rhetoric & Public Address
Debate
Fundamentals
%
Radio-TV-Film
Speech Education
Theatre

.

66.

40

/7/1 8

45

.

*'
Lexington
Apr. 4-6

San Antonio
Apr. 5-7
1972

SOUTHERN CONVENTION

TYPES OF POSITIONS:
Audiology & Pathology
Communication' Theory
Graduate Assistantships
Oral Interpretation
Other
Rhetoric & Public Address
Debate
Fundamentals
Radio-TV-Film --N.

Speech Education
Theatre

2

3

1

1

3

2.

4,

2

1

3

2

1

4

2

8
1
3
1

5

2

7

2

2

3

6

4

4
3

TOTAL

Fundamentals
Radio-TV-Film
Speech Education
,Speech Science
-Theatre

A

4

1

2

2

6

29

/20

34

25

Washington

New York,
Mar. 13-15
1975

New York
Mar. 8-10

Mar.21-23

1973

1974

2
1

1

1

2

3

9

2

t

1

4
1

__ ;

2

1

1

2
2

,
i,,

2

1
3

6

6

4

......

3

'

3

1

1972

Debate.

,

3

Boston
Mar. 23-25

EASTERN CONVENTION

4

..._

,_____)--

.TYPES OF POSITIONS:
`i Audiology & Pathology
Communication Theory
Graduate Assistantships
Oral Interpretation.
Other
Rhetoric & Public Address

1974

1973

1

-

Tallahassee
Apr. 2-4

Richmond
Apr. 10-12

3

1

-

3
1
.

6

TOTAL

36

.

1

1

7

31-

f

1
3

30

1
.

3

1
1
4

16

10

37
16

27
8
4

8
6

88

48

16

21

17

0

2

ComTunication

Radio-TV

Debate

Interpretation

Speech Education

.Speech Pathology

Spe h Sciences

ti

13

3

8

16

47

Fundamentals

0

11

6

36

25

k

96

Theatre, all other

0

251

2

0
.

85

0
0

9

0

1

4

0
2

0

0
2

8

30

5

0

0

17

51

2

0

0

1

3
12

1

0

36

Oki

0

0

Women

1

r

Total BA or None

18.

8

29

1

8

30

7

Women

14

Tech Theatre

7

25

14

Total MA

39

Women

Rhetoric &
Public Address

Total P4D ---

Total Persons

/ AREA
Women

SCA Placement Availability Forms

August 1 ,i9,7-5

SUMMARY DATA

TABLE 6 .-'

EMPLOYER IMAGES OF SPEECH' COMMUNICATION MAJORS:
A QUESTION OF EMPLOYABILITY

Robert L. Heath

The labor market for many types of employees has become increasingly restricted during the
past five years. This decline in employability, in part, reflects the state of the national
economy and, in part, reflects the impact of more college graduates seeking proportionately fewer
jobs requiring a college education. This labor market has been generally unwelcoming for students
who mave majored in the humanities, fine arts, and social sciences. Regardless of the causative
factors behind the unfavorable market, university and college educators must take these conditions
into account when creating curriculum and when advising students concerning their career developThis conclusion is even true for times when the labor market is more favorable.
ment.
Several programs have been conducted at national and regional speech communication association conventions to create strategies'for improving the employability of speech communication
majors. At least one study, has been initiated by the Speech Communication Association to study
labor market suitability of speech communication graduates.
To understand the market climate for speech majors, the Department of Speec1 >the,Universit
of Houston conducted a survey to assess the marketability of speech communication graduates in the
Hopefully, this report adds additional understanding and insight into the
Greater Houston area.
problems of producing well-educated majors with a blend of the humanities and social sciences in
the liberal arts tradition .at a time when such college graduates are becoming increasingly difficult to place in business and industry.
No interest exists for p eparing
The motives for the study should not be misi terpreted.
speech communication majors for careers at thei ex ense of maintaift;ng a humanistic co itment to
education of the total individual. The study doe not reflect a desire of making suc majors
Instead, in addition to the objectives of achieving a humanistic education,
"trade" oriented.
the department has a commitment to help studeAs maximize their employability. To meet this end,
analysis must produce understanding of the cor4traints and conditions of employability.
"Do you have a job ,fort and would you hire, speech
Instead of relying uport questions such as
communication majors?", the effort was to disc ose: mployer perceptions of such majors as an
employability index. No consideration was mad of he availability of jobs; rather, the survey
was conceived to reveal certain basic images held b members of industeial.concernt toward speech
The fundamental assumptio was th if speech communication majors
graduates' employability.
Essentially, the surappear employable to employers, they will be hired i jobs are available.
vey sought to determine the competitive employAbility of speech majors and to disclose the skills
e

needed to increase employability.
The survey was designed to determine whether potential employers accurately understood the
If not, hcrw could this and
skills .and training characteristic of speech communication majors.
other departments more effectively inform potential emp oyers of graduates' skills? 'How could
majors be trained and advised to compete more adequatel in the .labor market by meeting employer

expectations and needs?
The survey consisted of an explanatory cover letter and a two-page questionnaire. the
questionnaire was divided into subsections, each of whit was designed to focus upon some aspect
of the total employment qualifications of the speech communication major. pe letter was hddresse(i
by name to the director of personnel. The companies surveyed are too large, and complex to survey those people in every division who interview and recommend new personnei. It was assumed
that Directors of Person el are knowledgeable and influence company-wide hiring' policies in most
major companies, especia y when hiring non-technical, employees. The survey was mailed to 146
uston area. Many of these companies are national dr international in
companies in the Greater
size and 4eration. The qu tionnaire was also sent to local conce21.such.as banks and medical
facilities which are sizable hiring over 100 persons each.

71

seventy-on were completed an returned. Fourteen
Of the 146 questionnaires
By ca egory of services perquestionnaire.
different types of companies w re reached by t
questionnaire:N
companies
responded
to
the
formed, the following types f
,

.

(F)
(2)
(3m)

(4)

Financial
Utilities
Energy
Engineering

22

(5)

IL

(6).

2

(7)
(8)

5

Medical
Retail
Insurance
Research

6

(9)

9'
15

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

1

3
Food Setvices
Transportation/
1
Personnel
1
Plastics maa'ufacturing
Consulting (engineering) 1

Because they are large,
The responding companies cover a wide range of services and products.
in locations
national and international, the findings of this study may be valuable to people
major
utility
companies,
who intend, to place gaduates withsuch companies as Texaco, Gulf, Mobil,
insurance, and other financial inttitutions.
These companies were asked to indicate the academic disciplines from which they drew most
of their employees. The following categories were indicated:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Engineering
Business Administration
Social Sciences
Humanities

(5)
(6)
(7)

24
49
4

(8)
(9)

3

Fine Arts
Technology
Health Sciences
Natural Sciences
Hotel & Restaurant Management
I

1
1

.0

Very few majors are hired from areas other than Business Administration and Engineering. As
potentjAel employers, the respondents can be characterized in two ways. They hire predominantly
Qualified is a labor
job:
from areas where students are immediately qualified
specific
skills
and theory with which
market concept referring to an applicant's having ttai ed
In contrast, employees
he or she can perform a specific job with little,or no immediate training.
may be qualifiable, which means that they have/Minimum skills but need considerable additional
training to serve fully in the company. This study suggest that training in business administra-,
tion is at least requisite for being cualif ble. This observation suggests that non-technical
with
and non-business administration graduates ould improve their qualifiability by familiarity
Such familiarity can,,in most universities, be developed through skillful use
these disciplines.
of electives and by taking a realistic apprbach to acquiring employable skills and knowledge.
To acquire information to use in increasing the qualifiabillty of,ppeech communication majors
the r4spoadents were asked to indicate the areas of study, auxiliary to general speech courses,
which should be taken to increase employability. TheiCsveas were suggested:

ay M rketing
(2),

(3)

B siness Administration
Ps/ychology

(4)' Computer Science
'
(5): Mathematics
Engineering
(6)
Personnel
Sociology

8
7

4,

2

'
,

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

1

4
22

Technical Fields (unspecified)
Management
Accounting
Corporate Communication
Finance
Real Estate
Economics
Political Science

2

1

3
1
1
1
3

1

At least two observations can be made from this data. First,allecti majors willItprove t eir
;employability by having courses which make them more qualified to perform a definite.job.,
Mar keting, knowledge of administrative concepts, principles, land procedures, technical informtion,
'and breadth in the social sciences, depending upon the specific job,hould increase emplo ability
Each career objective will demand a different set of courses aimed toJard the acquisition 8f
principles and skills characteristic of the job description. Secondly, the type of job ani the
type of business concern should be decided upon early in each student's academic developmelt.
Auxiliary courses, either concentrated in one area or strategically drawn from a variety 01 disciplines, should be aimed at increasing qualifiability. Prospective employers expected to find
speech students studying subject matter in the social sciences and in business administrat'on
In fact, background in these areas is expected.
Aside from the demographic data concerning the types of companies and the areas of hiring,
the survey sought to disclose the images held by potential employers of speech communicatio
majors. 'Specifically, the effort was made to determine employer perception of the skills a d
.1
-theory acquired by speech majors. ,These responses were:
1.

Speech majors study to improve their, diction, articulation, and pronunciation.

'great deal*-19.4% - 38.8% - 31.9%-- 5.5% - 4.1%;k-> very littld
2.

Speech majors study the psychological and sociological aspects of communication._
great deal <--33.3% - 33.3% - 27.7%

3.

4.1% - 1.3% --) very little

Speech majors study the principles of persuasion.
1

great deal*-- 29.1%

43.0% - 18.0%- 8.3% - 1.3%-* very little

peech majors study communication problems as they exist in business and induStry.
.

'k.

great dealE--25.5% -

18.0% - 9.7% - 5.5%-

very little

The extent to which employers' images of speech COmmunication major training accurately refl cts
Some general observations are warranted,
the curriculum studied depeodiupon the department.
An image of speech students practicing voice skills still prevails; additionally, this
however.
is not t very marketable skill. Employers may expect more knowledge in organizational and busiecently has there been
ness communication principles than is provided by most departments. Onl
a,trend in this area of training.
The questionnaire soughtto determine what jobs speech communication majors ere qualified
to Sill. According t9 ,the perception of the skills and knowledge possessed by speech communication majors, they"Most likely would end up in personnel development. Prospective employers
believed that speech majors could train other employees in platform speaking (90.2%), interonffice communication (77.7%), .intetpersonal communication (80.5%), and assisting other personnel
in orally presenting bids (56.9%). Other contributions were likely to be made.in training fellow
employees in meeting managemgnt (41.6%), conduCting workshops on telephone courtesy and protvol
(62.5%), conducting woilsklops on sales techniques (52.7%), and, preparing company personnel for.
press conferences (51.3%).
Respondents
ipaigns (48.6%).
Contributions could also be made in company image-building
believed (63.8%) that majors could conduct company-oriented programs for public school students.

c

23

r.

Nearly half (44.4%) of the respondents believe that speech majors could analyze communication
breakdown within the company. Nearly a third (30.5%) saw speech majors as serving as parliamentarians for company meetings. Although the respondents might acknowledge that speech majors
:pusSessed communication skills, they were not viewed as being equipped to interview prospective
,employees (26.3%). ',Probably lacking was the technical' information to evaluate employee
qualification.
,To determine which skills employees perceive speech majors as possessing, the respondents
were asked to rank on a scale (one to five, with five indicating high potential) the departments
or skill-areas in which speech communication majors could most effectively perform. Respondents
were asked to assess the potential of success in several skill areas or departments.
The following responses were made:

(3)

Public relations
Sales
Customer relations

(4)

Training.

(5)

Personnel relations
Marketing
Personnel development
Managerial

(1)

(2)

(6)
(7)

(8)

_

4.45
4.08
4.08
3.98
3.78
3.43
3.33
3.08

(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

15)

Analytical
Purchasing
Production
Statistical
Shipping
Technical design
Engineering

2.10
2.10
-2.00
1:43
1.31
1.25
1.05

Speech communication majors were perceived as having high employment potential in departments
Relations with-customers through sales
or skill areas most dependent upon communication skills.
and public relations constitute the highest total package of employable skills. Personnel relatiO'hs and development was the second major employment category. The basic'technIcal, analytical,
production, and distribution functions of the company were not particularly apprOkriate for speech
Generally, these latter jobs are the most stable and secure job areas. Personnel and
majors.
sales are often the least stable.

Conclusions

Speech communication majors who seek employment with major corporations compete with
1.
graduates who have technical/engineering training or training in business administration. The
applicants have in such areas, the more qualified they are. To be competitive,
more training
speech communication majors must be qualified when possible or at least qualifiable. This means
that they must be perceived by employers as being trainable with a minimum of time and cost.
'Univetsitoy study in certain disciplines specifically designed to increase qualifiAility
These suggested that auxiliary areas of study also reflect employer
perceptions of how speech,majors most adequately wil fit into the company. Major auxiliary
fields were marketing, psychology, economics, accoun ng, and technical studies. Traditional
Study
auxiliary study in the humanities, and fine arts may d feat efforts to become qualifiable.
in some social sciences, especially psychology and eco omits, is.helpful. Study in business
Study in this area should be channeled into marketing, accounting,
administration is invaluable.
or personnel development. Career development for speech majors needs to be built around communication skills and prinLples, but potential employers generally see these as presentational
rather than as content-oriented areas of study which can be used and applied to solve company
:problems leading to increased productivity, morale, and profitability. In addition to communication skills and principles, auxiliary classes must be selected with a particular job category in
The aim is to qualify for definite jobs and careers.
2.

was suggested by toes data.

To be employable, speech communication majors may have to overcome traditional stereoImages of
They are still viewed as studying voice and diction and platform presentation.
types.
useless skills mustobe displaced by an increased awareness of well-designed academic programs
,which lead to career development in skills and principles which can increase employee productivity
3.

f'and morale.

The theoretical aspects of communication study have not been fully perceived and appre4.
ciated by prospective.employers. Training in organizational communication, group and interpersona
theory, and persuasion is valuable and marketable in tpp,labor market. Employers do not fully
realize and appreciate the impact of'these areas.

O

5.
As well as being trained in theoretical aspects Of. communication, the speech communieal.
tion mayor must have presentational skills.
These skills included presentational abilities,
group leadership and participation effectiveness, and the design, development, and execution
of persuasive messages.

Majors need diagnostic skills. They need'to be able to use their understanding of theory
to discover communication groblems.
They need treatment skills.
They need to know remedies and means for using remedies tb
help others avoid and overcome communication problems.
They need to understand communication from a business point-of-view.
Most traditional
training has been based on the good-man-speaking-well paradigm. A new paradigm roust include the

,

1

communication manager seeing,. diagnosing, and treating communication problems and developing
communication skills in others who are participating in the corporation setting.
:The balance should not completely swing away from developing the oral, presentational skills
Too much theory without presentational
of our majors. They mu§t\he effective communicators.
Engineers and business'
find
themselves.
skills will leave our majors in the same shape others
administration majors traditionally need communication skills training. Technical expertise is
important, but without presentational skills, technical information may not have much impact.
The further one is from the center of production the more important communication presentational
skills become for success, achievement, and advancement.

,&

The training function which speech communication majors can perform is readily apparent.
This conclusion, acknowledged by respondents in this study, is reinforced by other studies. The
Department of Industrial Administration at Iowa State University compared alumni with graduating
The comparison disclosed that "alumni rated coursework in English and speech signifiseniors.
cantly higher than did the graduating seniors."1 Francis W. Weeks discovered that job descriptions in more than thirty business fieldsicontained specific communication requirements.2 And
Frank R. Hunsicker concludes that despite a trend toward expecting management-level proficiency
in written and oral communication many people reach that organizational level without those
competencies.3 All three studies reinforce the findings in this study that speech communication
majors can provide valuablekills training for business personnel.
6.

The picture for speech communication major employment is not bleak. But certain adaptations
mist be made to maximize the employability of majors generally considered to be liberal arts
ors with few qualifiable ,skills.
ti

1

1Barbara A. Magill, Rogert
Shows Need for Communicatio
(June 1975), 31-33.

';Industrial Administration Survey
Murphey, and Lilian 0. Feinberg,
Buttetin, 38
Study," The Amettican Staines's Communication

Descriptions," The Ammican Btaines4
cation Competencies Listed in Job
22-34.
Communication Buteetbi 37 (December 1974),
The AmeAician Busine44
,Educating Our Managers to Communicate?",
"Are
We
rank R. Eunsicker,
10-15.
Cormun.icatiDn 84tean, 37 (December 1974),

.2 Francis W. Weeks, "Commu

MAKING GRADUATE TRAINING MARKETABLE:
THE NEED FOR IMPROVED TEACHER-TRAINING IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION
James Sayer, Lawrence Chase,
apd Norbert Mills

As Charles Kidd has noted, and as anyone familiar with the employment situation for college
:raduates can attest, "the current and prospective job market for those with4okivanced degrees has
ecome markedly less favorable."1 The oversupply of trained college personnel is a problem now,
ut the projections'for the future are even worse--especially for those who wish to purSue teed).ing careers.
The Department of Labor envisions an oversupply of teachers until at least 1985; the
atiodal Education Association has asserted that "by 1980 only one out of every, five Ph.D.'s gfaduating annually can expect to find university jobs." 4 The 'job market for teachers is poor now, and
it appears that
situation will not be improved in the near futUre.
It is incumbent upon those of us in education, therefore, to analyze our graaUate,teachertraining programs, to make needed modifications, and to work assiduously to increase the marketability of our graduates. Careful inspection of current speech communication graduate programs
clearly indicates that our students are not as marketable as they might be. We must assess our
program deficiencies, thus, and move quickly to eliminate them.

The PA.obtem with Gnaduate Education St/me-tau

In proceeding with the assessment, one is struck immediately by the problem posed by the very
structure of our graduate education sy§tem. First, it should be observed that the vast majority
of our graduate students have teaching as their career goal, a Tact noted by Stephen Spurr in 1970:
%

.college and university teaching is the major goal of Ph.D. recipients,
in all but a few fields.
..In a very real sense; therefore, all of the
graduate degree' programs in the liberal arts are teacter-training prograMs
in fact if not in.design.3
,

.

.

The extent of this goal - commitment was provided by Cartter "in observing that the academic marketplace traditionally absorbs more than ninety pAcent of doctorate holders."
Mostof our graduate
students, then, desire teaching positions after degree completion, and this goal ,is most promencec,
within the speech communication discipline.
The structure of our graduate degree system,,especially at the Ph.D. level, is research/
scholarship-oriented, not teacher-training-oriented.
The research intent of the 'Ph.D. has been
noted by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in 1970:

I

o

The program involves attainment of independent and comprehensive scholarship in a selected field.
Mastery of a substantial body of knoWledge is
combined with training in research.
.the Ph.D. is primarily a research

.

0.

.

degree.

.

.5

It is interesting that North Central does not mention anything about teacher preparation in its
doctoral_degree guidelines.
The problem with our graduate degree system is obvious: the structureJs not goal-appropriate
+for the vast majority of our students. Most of our graduates aspire to teaching careers, but our
system of graduate education is designed for the production of research-scholars, an inconsistency
that has caused Herbert Packer to complain that
.graduate education has almost nothing to do with preparation for
The so-called "pure" disciplines do almost nothing to prepare
their students for the principal activity in which they engage.6
.

.

teaching.

Packer's indictment was aimed at contemporary graduate education in general.
also applies specifically to speech communication.
.

2t>

Unfortunately, it

1

This inconsistency can prove to be harmful pftgaijit produces confusion within academia, a
,
factor lamented by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education:
,
,
.

v,...

We now select and train a student to do research; then emilloy him to
teach; and then promote him on the basis of his eseacep.
This both confuses him and subverts the teaching process.]

Not only does our graduate degree sysL operate incompatibly with the goals of our students, but
it also leads to the hampering of teaching effectiveness.once the student completes a degree program.
The inappropriAte structure vis-a:vis student goals spills over into the system's graduate
_,,

progr m application.

0/

Th Phoaem with Gkadwate Education Apptication
.Since the basic structure of graduate education is research-oriented in its design, it is not
surprising:that its students receive little, if any, teacher-training.
Specifically, we do not
guarantee any type of teaching experience to graduate students; we do not provide structured
training in that one area wherein most of our graduates plan to make their Pr4iessional careers.
It is true, of course, that 'many students are given graduate teaching assid-tantships and fel
lowships, but these financial appointments do not meet the need for teacher ediiation.
It must be
recognized that there exists a philosophical and practical dichotomy between to Cher- training and
teaching assistantships. The latter are'not designed to improve the quality of
,a,ching but exist
to provide instruction in lower-division courses that. maximize-undergraduate student enrollment in
departmental offerings. The teaching assistantship is designed to release regular faculty for
tipper diirision or graduate teaching, not for the improvement of the assistant's teachingcapabilities.
In additiOn, it must also be recognized that these assistantships are viewed as,a method of
'bringing students into a graduate prograM.
The teaching is something done to justify receiving an
-.,,
assistantship; it is not viewed as a means of developing teacher ability.
Within the-asistantship system, very little training in teaching nmthodology,iA provided.
Very.few graduate programs contain any sort of concentrated teachei-training for their students;
very few provide close supervision of those teaching activities necessitated by the granting of
fellowships and assistantships.
Individuals mho receive assistantships are generally left to fend
for themselves in the classroom, and, unfortunately, competency in future teaching is left almost
exclusively to this "sink or swim" method.
It is even.more unfortunate that we haveno idea towaru
what point these students may be slamming.
N
It can be said, of course, that our graduate programs are consistent. We have a system designed for research that produces teachers; the appl4ation of our programs provides minimal dire
ted teacher-training. When the job market was duch that all the graduate students could-find
suitable employment, there was no compulsion to change this goal-inappropriate system.
The situation has changed; however, and 'if weare to meet the demands of the future, we must change both
the structure and application of our graduate education system.
.

.,.

;-

Lqoking to the Fu tote

There will be a demand for more teacher's in the future, especially at the small four-year
liberal arts college and junior/community college level.
Such a need was perceived by the Carnegie
Corporation in 1970:
.

At the same time [ as the Ph.D. surplus ], there is a growing market
for people trained. primarily as teachers rather than researchers in the
rapidly expanding community colleges and four-year state colleges,_which
already enroll well over fifty percent of all unctergraduates.8
Our students do not now receive the type of teacher - training envisioned y the Carnegie Corporation.
They receive training only by hit-or-miss indirection. To meet't,he need for teachers
tr ined to be teachers, we must modify our graduate programs now to increase program relevance
anc student marketability.
.

.

2

Such modification may.include the following suggested avenues of teacher preparation:
J
..

One:

the provision for closely supervised teacher-training at the graduate level.
Programs
should include courses on methodology, materials acquisition and presentation, and
learning developmqnt theories. All graduate student teaching should
be closely monitored with' sufficient procedures established to allow and encourage methodology contact between the stu4pnts and the
tealching faculty;
Two: an increase in the availability-df educational materials
and resolUrce personnel for
graduaee student teaching experience.
Students should be,encouraged to use all availab
audio-

visual materials to supplement their instuction, and the full educational
resources o
he depart,
ment, including secretarial assistance, st*ld.be at their disposal; and
Three:
the discipline of speech communic tion should encourage the development of professional teaching degrees and programs such as tie Doctor of Arts degree.9
Instead of watering -down
existent research- oriented Ph.D. programs, speech communication should become
a leader in the
i
lementaion of programs specifically designed to improve the quality of teaching.
Overall, our discipline must commit itself to the
educational philosophy espoused by Cornelius F. Butler of theOnitedStates,.Office
of Education:
bility_of the educational process toward each student's an "increased awareness of the.responsicareer development."10 Our graduate
programs do not serve this goal
now; however, they must in the future if we are to make our graduate training marketable.
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' A SCOMMUNI-SITE 7tD" APPROACH TO BASIC SPEECH

It

Beatrice 11. Romano
11

i
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sm in edutation, and co-inventor of the "faCilitator"
Philip Werdell, cogent author on fut
his characterization of the future of higher edufamily of,teaching and learning models, osit
cation:1 higher education "is best seen s an evolution of experimental forms attempting to support individual .growth in order .to create social underst\ndings and skills necessary for demnocracy."3 The statement places into perspective a core concern of speech teachers and researchers:
how to make courses relevant. Always seeking ways to "touch" .students effectively and cogniti.rely
ita
college instructors are persistent in their quest for methods of teaching that will esta
peech
m
st
In today's diverse society the content of
connections'between'cognition and behavior.
whil
include another dimension:
,-. provision for preparing the student to communicate .effectiv
Specifications of course objec
living democratically in an environment which is also pluralisHc.
tives in college should seek not only to enable students to use their communication capacities
society in which
skillfully, but to'use them in w ys that will retain iatividual freedom 4n alsociety
re primary and necessarily Coopera'eive.
person -to- person relatilpshi
prikl,ciple of respo sible ,energetic eXpression ofideas is basic to American ideals.
ea,kity is viewed against the backdrop of current methods of
Yet, a paradox seems eviden
teaching speech. The student hei app ent, so to speak, ta_society's achieements, is, unwitThe paradox lies in the fact that social
incons nt society.
tingly, the. victim of a constan
"
s" in the communityl7hile students, the "outside
ange is initiated by "insid
and p litical
Until the completion of his /her studies, the stud
experienced and lived tiOt them.
watch reed
is eclipse , at least temporarily, into_ the role of "nonperson'." ~For this reason, engagt*An
communication rather than merelroStudying abouicommunication should .be.,the prefer,ed practi6A
Not o so "engage"
rather than merely a hope for the truly democratic speech fundamentalscLiss.
roles
and no the tore
istene,assenter
students in communication is to risk groebing them fOr
n,
then,
is
not
so
much
with
wliat
is learned
The
conc
of initiator-participant in their society.
outside
it.
in the classroom as with what has not been learne
chotomy in education itself. Too often, the milieu
Furthermore, the paradox giyes way to a
of the clatsroom and the world beyond it seem to share little in common. The bufidness of communiSpeaking out on
cating effectively necessitates that certain speech desiderata not be overlooked.
issues, investigating social and political Foblems, and pursuing self-initiated courses of action
to remedy theM--these are the basic speech needs of students who would regard their first course
in speech as.meaningful for them. To ignore these needs,is virtu l abridgement of the freedomA
guaranteed to peoples of a free society, an(3, in no small degree, n abrogation of one of the firs'
responsibilities of speech teachers.
.
I would like to share something of a speech course offer fat -Rockland Community College, a
communi-site-ed course which, experiential in nature,Ais c ntered in the students' own local
It endeavors to minimize the p tent division be ween course content and experience,
community.
and designed for the fundamentals course s nee, except for (hose students whose major interest is
speech communication; the first course in speech is likely to be the only speech course for which
o
In this approach to speech communication the student's own community
students wfll be enrolling.
provides for him/her those.communication'Channels that are more_likely to enhance interpersonal
communication. From this approach'e twofold effect may be anticipated: i4rovement,in the
skills of communication, and, concurrently, a beneficial_ gffect in the community. Students
"speak to" their community as communic tion principles are learned; the community, in turn, lis,
tens to its constituents enabling them t develop skills.
The following outline'traces the methdd which was used to tea h young and older adults who
had returned to college. The classroom serVe-d as the base pf operati.ns for speechmaking'assigna problem from their
ments, lectures, and a -dbmmunity outreach whichsrequirad students 15o s..-k o
d then, to explore
local community, to visualize a positive, viable"solution for the ptoblei
the problem byway of a problem-solving. process with-Ater members of th c ass. Finally, an
StUdents were told t t r ust as the- problem
aVuopriate plan of action had to be implemented.
e.,
within
the community),so e ry possible resource
wap to be initiated from a "real" source (i,
al
media
of print, press, radio and cable
Th
was to be tapped for resolving the problem.
television, as well as the various agencies on coun yand town levels, were to be consulted. A
three-month time limitation was imposed for the project's completion.
.

.

,

Class lectures were presented as needed du ing the regular two and one-half hour classes,
as far as possible, W%
re coordinated With the,project proceedings.
The class lecture on
nterviewing," for instanc
paralleled the interviewing phase of the' roject with class activities centering on role-playing the interview situation.
Small and lar e groups discussed the
techniques of questioning possibilities for utilization in the project. Class lectures subsumed
such topics as theory of communication, communication models, nonve
ommunication, ethical
considerations in communication; problem-solving techniques, and listening. Required class
speeches and\,i.ndividual speeches' delivered for the project were spaced over prescribe periods,
prepared and practiced during classes.
-------F
Students were requested to submit community problems at the second class meeting following
orientation to the course. Thq merits of4and objections to the problems were sifted out.
Students felt that the steady rise of juvenile offenses had become threatening to their community.,
A determination of the problem was followed by threshing out tentative solutions.
It was resolved
that a request would be made to the Rockland county Legislature for the creation of a County Youth
emission to be comprised entirely of young(people--fourteen to nineteen years of age--to serlig
a

,

ti

.
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l

as advisors to already existing adult youth agencies.
Hopefully, the commission would serve<rs I
th "official voice" of the young people of Rockland County.
Aware that no precedent-existed for I
such a Commission on the county level the class felt strongly that the concept would.condition a
positive step toward the.amelioration of youthful problems, and satisfy the desire of today's
youth to be "involved" in their government.
At this point in the discussions, most of the students,-had had a fair taste of interaction
and decision-making through parleys with their families, friends, and classmates. Somewhat
enervated over setting 4 the groundwork for their cooperative venture, they nonetheless experienced genuine exhilaration at the pro4ect of becoming part of what they felt was an adventure
in democratic participation.
Reactions to the idea of the class project ran the gamut from "It can't possibly be done--no
Preconceived notions
one will listen" to "We can make it work." No student remained. neutral.
out speech\classes being "snap courses" precluded any possibility they would be disinterested.
Som felt the project had no place in a speech course, in particular, the basic course. At first
Emoa few - tudents were more numbed by than opposed to the prospect of executing the project.
tional
actions notwithstanding, it was only a matter of time before every student agreed to give
the projec a try.
Categories of activities or "phases," as they were called,
The mod
operandi was planned.
the
were then set
Exploration:
in designated time intervals. Project phases included:
pkobtem-seeking
intetviekos o6 community kesidents; Survey Report: the wkitten
as e; survey:
kepott oti Zntetvici, e and ihtetvimek keactions ovek the ptobtorn.
Every student participated in
these three init. 1 phases. At this juncture, students opted fib/. one other task from the list of
remaining pha s:
Research:, wA-it,img o
a summaky kepott o opinion and .ideas sifted Shorn the
intekviews used as basis for arriving at two or three tentative solutions for the problem;
a kepoAting o6 -the keseakch comaatee's tiindings; Press: wAiting o6 Aceeasa 6oA tocat
Type 0
dio, cable tetevision, cortege tadio, and tome nelopapets; Arts: pAoducing cotiage, 6iimmaking,
scuepting, staging pLays, sketching cattoons, and exhibiting photoglaph4 which helped to dramatize the, problem.
The college radio station WRCC aired a paW discussion oti the ptobtem. tocal
tocat commumity tadio
WRKL "Hotline" allowed aiminaithe pAobtein by a panel of students on the
The
CATV
Debate
Team'debated
the pkobtem
action, speaking directly AIN community residents.
by way of &cat tetevision media. Finally, the Presentation phase, consisting of the-60heat
pkesentrtion citi the pkoject puposae, was made before the Rockland County Legislature, the legal
body` authorized to create such Commissions:
To complete participation in the project each student was asked to submit his p(firsonal reac"This course has made
tions to t 1 e project and.to the course.
Here are some typical responses:
me not onl learn to speak but to listen--listening is a very important part' of communicating;"
"When I mak a speech t still get as nervous as I used to, but I learned the importahce of,how
I don't like speech classes at all, but I do think the problem
one should tand when speaking.
situation is a good idea--you should always have it in your class;" "The class project really
helped me overcome fear of speaking--if anything helped my composure, it was facing those cameras
on cable TV;" "We,all should have learned something from this project; one thing is you can
clearly see all the problems that arise when a group'such as ours disagrees and fights the issues
as excuses not to get involved--the project, in the end went exceedingly well considering the 1
prOlems which seemed endless;" "Completing each phase was fulfillment in itself;" "We learned
that froth time to time you have to run up against a brick wall with public officials, but you,.
can'i stop striving."
R I-)
.

.

It should be noted that the project idea was conceived as a starting point for, experiencing
communication on a reality level, and for facilitating a, fresh awareness of the democratic processes available to students in their own environs.
Therefore, a rather simRlistic method of
evaluation was employed.
Students were graded by,a cumulative point syste3 for the major acti-\.
vities exclusive of the project, and forthel project as well.' If students satisfactorily:
a) demonstrated enthusiasm over completion of their role in the project, b) demonstrated effect
visa -vis group discussion over the problem, c) fulfilled their individual roles in the project,
full credit-was given. Almost every student showed genuine interest throughout, and with the
exception of one or two, project phases were completed in the time apotted.
The actual creation of the commission' came about through continued ef2s of a small number
of students who contributed further their time and energy in the weeks which followed.
I have attempted to describe a teaching approach which resulted in what I felt was a po'sitive
step toward closing the gap between the goals of speech education and the persistent call of
speech teachers for relevance. The paradigm outlined above helped to link the resources of the
classroom, students, media and library facilities, with the resources of the community, citizens,
politicians, media, and county administrators.
It expedited a learning connection perhaps pre-,
viously overlooked in the teaching of speech education--the communi-site-ed" approach to the
first course.
Giv.en unique opportunities for active irVON.ement in the domain of students' real concerns
it is felt that this approach conditions students for the intelligent exercise of freedom and,
as important, effective cultivation of communication principles. Students are able to find,more
readily, a self identity, among members of their peer group as participants in problem-solving
activities. Students become more aware of the significance of the nonverbal code in communication
They learn the importance of respecting differing points of view without arousing negative emotions in themslves or.others. Also, they recognize that'the factors of family, race and closemindedness place certain constraints on one's_ability to communicate. The use and abuse of
"pore in communication relationships is more graphically understood.
,

Is this approach a practical one for the fundamentals course? To be sure, not every commulit
But wouldn't
waitp upon its student citizenryfor.the creation of a much- needed youth commission!
exploramost communities, recognizing their individual needs and requirements, delight in problem
tion and solution-finding by "its own," and with no added cost to the community?
If there is doubt regarding which areas would be fertile for task solution, we need only to
look at current concerns of, any given'community. One class decided to request cosmetic improvemen
Their study of the problem indiof a sanitary landfill operation in the town in which they live.
weeks
before,
already considered the problei
cated that members of their local town board had, some
The class then agreed to,'
beautify
the
area.
and had voted to purchase trees and.shrubbery to
Board,
and
instead;
arranged
speaking
engagements throughout the
reverse their "opposition" to the
county to publicly praise,the action taken.
Much still-needs.to.be accomplished in the area of human rights, also. Local human rights
disabled.
agencies cry out for assistance in outlining and executing programs for the physically
of
need,
and
speak
to
the
appropriate
legislative
Students might wish to research specific areas
body to seek the reconstruction of all public entranceways in order to accomodate persons confined
1

to wheelchairs'.

callng publicly for
Meetingsome.of the needs of older citizens in the community in terms of calling
amelyproject
on
the
town
level,
suitable housing for the aged might be a
of concern
Also, business and prof,pssional people should be approached to elicit some fields
which would require Public relations effort not otherwise possible.
Goihg back to the newly-created Youth Commission in Rockland County, an organizational task
force will be needed to " advertise, more widely the purpose and objectives of the commission so
Students in the frunda
that it is able to begin to effectuate its programs as quickly as possible.
project,
utilizing
the media to 51teal
4ental speech course could assume such a role for their class
real4out the commission, and appearing before various groups as an information source to county
.

d6nts.
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would, of
Which
ultimately
°of c°c1o71:e7.5enThene:tsenItld:tLhine,
' in4rest
particular needs te:1Ys'tionngsineheids
as teachers, invite out,students toward deeper awareness of what is happening around them, to that
egree, will the speech fundamentals course--such as the one described--serve the requirements of
the times in which we are living as well as encourage the student to better understand who and
what he or she is in relation to the world he or she lives in,
If relevant education is determined by student interests as well as needs, "hand and glove"
coexistence between classroom and the community-at-large deserves the most serious cons'deration a_
a viable roe to the development of communication skills and the advancement of students' emotion:
'and intell ct. Stated another way, th classroom becomes an extension of the community, and the
the other.
Each, in effect,
community,
extension of the classro
Indeed, Werdell's "future" provides perspective for higher education. In prospect, it is the
teacher's commitment to a more "involving" speech course for the student that will determine the
,

\

.
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evvLal posture of speech in higher education.
1/

a

The
1Philip Werdell, "Futurism and the Reform of Higher Education," in Lealimi.ng ion TOMOVLOW:
Random House, 1974),
the Futlke in Education, edited by Alvin Toffler (New York:
Rod,
p. 285.
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WILL SPEECH COMMUNICATION SURVIVE AS A DISCIPLINE?
Ronald-L. Applbaum

By the year 2000 the departments of speech communication may disintegrate under the centrifugal forces of specialization induced by the information explosion. Already, the outpouring of
new information is creating a giant labyrinth of knowledge. Tunnels extend in all directions and
It would appear we are doomed to wander aimlessly in
few attempts are made to intersect them.
that labyrinth until cornered and devoured by the academic minotaurs, who fail to see our purpose
and function as distinct from others.
Unior unately, we have not reached a consensus among ourselves regarding OWL spec4fic purPerhaps this is a reflection of the present curriculak. framework.
Tose or f nction in the future.
We master elected areas within our field, but rarely attempt to integrate our discipline, and
I see little in our actual behavior that indicates an
judgments are confined to these areas.
Indeed, th4 harsh reality of our present dilemma is only
imminent change in our fragmentation.
blurred by an abundance of hypocrisy. There remains among a large percentage of scholars a
verbal allegiance to the traditional concept of a well-rounded understanding of our field--at
Yet, the distritution of requirements and proliferation of
least on the undergraduate level.
highly specialized course's constituting the new curricula make a mockery of the so-called general
speech communication degree.
.fr
I have purposely set a pessimistic tone regarding the survival potential of our discipline
It is my belief that we will not survive long into the twenty-first
with(xisting curricula.
century as a viable discipline, if Ake cannot provide a curricula that can deal with the communication complexities expected of the future and integrate the process of communication into holistic
patterns.

When formulating id6as about the future of our discipline's curricula, one is tempted to
repress the knowledge of our continuing failure in Rrophecy. There are some notable exceptions,
but by and large, we have been wrong in our informeecotmentaries'of the future. Perhaps, our
most common error is that we see the future as a mere extension of the present. Forecasting tends
to be conservative, in that it is based upon the, extrapolation and generalization of the current
Suppo'se, for a moment, that we had all the information on political, educaanalytic framework.
tional and economic systems of the twentieth century, it is still questionable whether we would
have any inf47Mation useful in freeing us from the bondage of the past, or for determining what
Since society and academia are changing at an
will be useful in rea.dically new circumstances.
accelerating rate, the most important part of a future curricular system is that it adapt, change,
and help students to exist in a world increasingly dominated by, the results of modern science.
(1)

16 we cute .to develop a cuxkicuta bon the &duke, what, then, cute the aement4 that
mu4t be consideked in it's development?

Those who study the behavior of human organizations stress the importance 'of defining organizational goals.- Without clear objectives an institution cannot evaluate how well it is performing.
decide how to allocate its resources wisely, plan for fu ure growth, motivate its members'or
Unfortunat ly, our academic discipline seems to exist
justify its existence to the larger public.
at times without making an effort to clearly define its o jectives in relationship to the total
academic environment.
Speech communication departments cannolwexpect to have the continued support of students,
institutions, and communities if they cannot explain clearly what their curriculum is supposed
In deciding to allocate new resources--or indeed, how to distribute time and
to accomplish.
energies -- departments can hardly establish coherent priorities without some sense of the ultimate
purposes they hope their programs will achieve. At this point in time our discipline must make a
fundamental decision as to the future purposes of speech communication and guarantee that that
If the essential purpose will be vocational, then much
decision is reflected in our curricula.
If the basic purpose is something ene, then whatever
of our curricula is wasteful irrelevance.
it is, we had better delineate it'for students, institutions, and communities.
Today, within our.departmental curricula, the more specialized and technical courses have
1
increased in proportion and prestige, while courses which unify or synthesize our field have
do not add up to coherent
declined. When merged together, the newer, more specialized courses
nave
given
up
on
trying
to pull knowledge together
whoes, and the older, more holistic courses
'

Today, students of speech communication spend little time in active coMmunicati
training.
Thekr time is consumed in passive learning of abstract ideas. The aim is not doing b t knowing:,
The drive toward abstraletions is reinforced by the increasing tendency of students to :o n tp
graduate school.
The Aructure of mod rn learning, is rigidly departmentalized and rationalized.)..
Upper class (junior and senior) progr s are increasingly cast in the graduate mold. Thus, to
an increasing extent, undergraduate -.ucation i%practical only in the limited sense that it prepares one for graduate-waltk.
But wh t of the stiient who does not intend to pursue a career in
speech communication?
The curriculum of the fut
ght to be grounded in the actual pluralism of the American
people.
"The one and the many,
istotle taught, was one of the underlying universal prdblems
of atural existence.
curriculum a'ound such a fundamental and perennial theme will
no
I think, subject
or carry us away from the realities of daily life.
,

,

Alvin Toffler speaks of a "novelty ratio" as a measure of the newness of a,product line,
technology, plant, or administrative routine.
New personnel, new leadership, altered clientele,
new programs, altered resources, competitive pressures, new courses and curricula are agents of
rising novelty ratios. All of these factors have given our discipline a particularly high novelty
ratio during the last ten years.
With the growth in student enro11mentover the last fifteen years, we have seen dramatic
increases in speech communication course .n However, the next twenty-five years may appropriately
bear the title 'expansion without growtr' Although pfedictions of future population trends are
generally unreliable, the recent decline in the birth rate indicates that the 23 million 18-24 year olds present in the United States in 1970 will grow to only 28 million by the year 2000.
Our expansion must focus upon created oPPortunity rather than on guaranteed increase in student
numbers. It will necessitate a continued high novelty ratio.
Growth in enrollment must be
replaced by expansion of opportunity and a new combination of programs. The next 25 years will
require integration-of the special nets of both students and larger environments of business,
industry, and governmental communities.
(2)

What zpeulat need2 must tommtote4 cutkicuZa meet?

Never in history has the opfport'unity for student choice been higher.
This shift in character
01. the rekationship between student and curriculum has occurred in tandem with the extension of
'
eduCational opportunity to previously disenfranchised groups. However, the content of educational
curriculum has not changed dramatically. What has profoundly changed is, the student's freedom to
create his or her own curriculum, move thtough it at his or her own pace, and do so with greater
autonomy vis-a-vis faculty. This increase in student input to curricula decision-making has a
direct impact on future curricula planning. The perceptions and forces on these decisions are
myriad, including many which are extraneous to the educational process. The full range of con-.
siderations probably cannot be identified, but it is possible to speculate on some factors that
could be significant. Assuming reasonable information and decisions based on anticipation of
potential educational experiences, students can be expected to select:
1.

Educational, experiences that have immediate relevance for them.

'2. A social climate that recognizes them as.individuals and provides stimulating
and (upporting relationships.
3.

Edticational experiences that offek 'opportunity for, them to develop their- perceptions, skills, and abilities.

4.

Educational experienceg which provide for the discovery of knowledge and learning
about the world through active involvement.

5.

Educational experiences which are based upon the principle that individual growth
needs are more important than the preservation of institutional models.

6.

Academic programs in which they feel they have some reasonable involvement in the
decisions that direct and shape their education, and a full partnership in the
learning process.

-."
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.
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Educational programs characterized by effective advisement, carder 'information,
and planning opportunities.

A

8.

Educational programs which provide for experiential learning in the 'community in
which the student integrates the academic experience with off-campus experiences.

9.

Educational programs in which they have flexibility to select a number of courses
of their own choosing from electives which are not predetermined by5their major
field of study.

10.

Educational programs in which development of students is the central goal.

If students make these discriminating choices in substantial numbers, fundamental revision
of the goals and the most basic processes of our curricula are inevitable. Such choiLes call
into being a new set of assumptions about the discipline, its mission, and the methods that
characterize it.
Higher education is a voluntary activity carried on in a marketplace of attractive alternatives. Nowhere else is the number of alternatives higher than it is in the field of adult education. The lifelong learning concept has been with us for some time.
In this century, it has
led to a vast array of educational opportunities in public and private secondary schools and
colleges, in extension, in proprietary schools, and most recently in media programs carried on
in the " university without walls" format.
The decline in the number of young people of traditional college age has already sharpened the interest of collegiate institutions and universities
in adults.
In the future, higher education in America may become increasingly the education of
adults. Many institutions see the adult as the source of enrollment relief, but it is unlikely
tha
there will be enough adults willing and able to participate in these programs to fill all
of

hem.

*

The adult requires .a different kind of educational opportunity than the traditional student
The pro
University programs designed-for the young student do not usually serve the adult well.
and
catering
grams- that survive will be highly adept at reading adult student needs and interests
to them.

Many adults elect to return to college to enter programs which provide cultural enrichment;
Those
professional development, insights into public affairs, or discussion of urban problems.
who participate in adult education programs are usually people with some college experience,
from white collar occupational groups, and from urban and suburban areas. Some also return for
specific instruction offered in short-term formats, others seek a degree. Among those in pursuit
of a degree, some will be learning for its own sake; for them, the degree is symbolic. What
interests them may be a systematic, sequential, rigorous course of study that will challenge their
abilities and enlarge their understanding of themselves and the world. In our universities,
however, a greater number will be seeking a degr.ee in a field related to their life goals, particularly a career. They seek learning which can further an existing career or provide entry
level competence for anew career/. Both of these,sroups are not preparing for some obscure,
remote tomorrow; they have'little time to wait; for them the future is now. They will select
classes and curricula programs that meet specific needs.
The impact of the women's rights movement on higher education in the future may ano be
It has already pioneered a value system and several lifestyle models that bring women out
great.
of the home into more public life roles. The proportion of female students will probably creep
up in the next few years as women seek professional outlets for their talents that require
collegiate preparation. There are in the population a large number of women who no longer have
small children in the home and who could devote a substantial amount of time to college work if
the problems of economics, access, and interest can be solved.
Early retirement, both forced and voluntary, 18 also a growing reality which may leave
individuals unimpaired in skills and abilities with no arena in which to apply them. The next
crisis time for many people is that time immediately preceding retirement. They, too, are faced
If latent
Here, the concept of life enrichment is important.
with a major life adjustment.
desires for thetime and opportunity to follow a strong interest can now be rekindled, the opportunity for highly satisfying intellectual achievement may be at hand.
The challenge of serving the adult-student may be to identify educational needs and wishes
for individuals or very small groups and develop a delivery system that is economically feasible.
The only real path to improved cost effectiveness in the past has been through an increase in
'
In the future, highly individualized programs which involve selfclass'size, or,masa media.
p,10.171-i-technology, volunteer service, peer interaction that is self- formulat ©d and appraised,
may be more feasible.

m of instruction intended
A more coherent educational philosophy ought to undergirdca sy
to ; prepare all men and women for living an a world whose complexity is uncontestable. Colleges
have proliferated vocational and specialized courses partly in response to these demands. But
deOlartmental curricula also has an obligation to provide all students, whatever the job aspiration, with general education--a map of the terrain. In any discipline the curriculum orientation,
The battle between liberal arts and vocaliteral or technical, can be a window to the world.
We
will need both, and we will need their
tional training will be meaningless in the future.
interpretation in new and fresh ways in order to give all students the skills to cope with a
complex and largely unpredictable future.
'

(3)

What cuAtieutan 4ttuctute misht One utilize to ptovide tot out ptojected need6?

We should design a curricular pattern that deals with the study of communication patterns,
The curriculum should acquaint the
and communication dysfunctions prevalent in our society.
student with the kinds of behaviors that may facilitate or hinder communication in different
In achieving this goal the curriculum should link the communication variables into a
contexts.
coherent system and should aid the student'in seeing how the interaction of variables in various
It is my position that
contexts are crucial to the maintenance of, a viable communication system.
students well-grounded in a general understanding of how communication functions within a variety
of specific systems will be able to survive in any agency or organization. The primary functions
of future survival--planning, organizing, directing, and controlling- -will depend on the students'
ability to understand the nature of communication facilitators and inhibitors in their systems.
Communication curricula with a focus on specific contextual communication systems will help
to accurately define our field of study to others and provide "practical" experiences for our
We will be able to prepare students for positions in management, government, hospital
students.
and school administration, family counseling, sales, or in whatever system the student decides
.

to specialize.
A'curriPulum offering a comprehensive study of specific contextual systems will not only
not survive in the future decade, but can be a major contributor to those adult students who, at
lAesent, must endure the penalties of ineffective systems from which there seems to be no escape.
I believe this orientation will aid all students in acquiring skills competencies necessary for
coping with an ever-changing job market and provide the specialists needed to alter the existing
systems for the benefit of the total environment.
(4)

Now doeis a depattment ot atea imptement phi- icutate cuivei.cutat strumtau?

Students would be provided with a solid understanding of communication variables.
Within our present curricular programs many students believe that communication processes are
to tally different in various contexts. This myth is perpetuated by the segmenting of curricula.
.
FiAS.t.

1
i

Each context, however, requires slightly different
into seemingly discrete parts or courses.
Students must possess an understanding
ski is or applications of basic communication principles.
effectively managing the systems in
he variables common to ael communication contexts before
of
whi h they will eventually operate.
i

students would
Once an understanding of basic communication principles exists, the
communication
systems
in our Society,
be provided with an understanding of the nature and scope of
educatfon, and the like.
such as, government, business, hospitals, law enforcement,
00. Second.

.

systems,
After the student has a broad range of knowledge concerning communication
that
is,
each
he/she-should receive specialized training in a specific system(s) of interest,
to operate in a specific system such as law
student would be provided with the knowledge, skills,
Thitd.

elforcement or hoaptial administration.
.

Fowah. Stud ets will be provided
\
concurrent
with specialized course work.

'th work experience in their area of specialization

'

30
.
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The curricular changes suggested are not radical or impractical. They will, however, proIt is time we cease the present curricular chang
d ce fundamental changes in existing programs.
licies, that is, maintenance of the status quo with minor revision and prepare for more than th
We cannot stop th'e development of our speech communication labyrinth. Thus, we
immediate future.
When the
must intersect its paths and be prepared to lead our students through its corridors.
student emerges from our labyrinth, he/she should be able to work constructively in the systems
that comprise their society.

(

This paper was prepared for the SCA National Convention, HoUiton, December 27-30, 1975.-
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MANAGING THE IMPOSSIBLE:

SO, YOU WANT TO BE A DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON?
Gerald M. Goldhaber

Groups and organizations seem to perform better than individuals in solving problems when
different skills,are needed, when several steps are required, when the problem has many parts,
when solutions are difficult to verify, or if a great deal of information is required (Shaw,
1932; Faust, 1959; Rosenfeld, Goldhaber, Smith, 1975). A careful examination of the typical
work-related behaviors in which most academic departments seems involved (writing research proposals, scheduling classes, developing curricula, identifying and enforcing appropriate and
meaningful academic standards, evaluating colleagues for promotion and tenure) leads to the logical conclusion that an academic department is an organization.
As an organization, the department may be viewed within the framework of contemporary social
systems theory (Katz and Kahn, 1966). Inputs (students, faculty, staff, budgets, equipment,
supplies, space) are tAanspAmed by educational, research and service activities into outputs
(educated graduates, research grants, books or articles, completed committee tasks or community,
An academic department is.an open syistem because of its constant interaction with its
projects).
envikonment (other departments or colleges, the university administration, the community). The
department will continue to survive as long as sufficient inputs can be generated from the
Survival is also maintained when some outputs are 4ed back into the department as
environment.
new inputs (completion of a grant project results in additional grants, graduates recruit other

graduates, a successful books results in another contract). "
A department is composed of a number of subsystems (subgroups, clgues, committees), all of
Further, a department has "a multiplicity of purwhich are interdependent and interrelated,
which
are in conflict. The purpose of the administrator
poses, functions, and objectives, some of
How shall
is to strive for an optimal balance among the subsystems." (Huse and Bowditch, 1973)
In
other
words,
how
shall
the
chairperson
manage
he or she achieve this. optimal balance?
the department?.
Throughout the twentieth century a variety of management models have been offered, including
those which control employee work output by strictly regulating their salary and other tangential
rewards (Taylor, 1919), those which emphasize employee participation as a means of improving
morale and thus production (Roethlisberger and Dickson, 1939), and those which stress trust and
'integrating employee and organizational goals (Miles, 1965). Although most contemporary writers
(Fiedler, 1965, 1967; Morse and Lorsch, 1970) suggest that no one theory of management will suffice, that the managerial stale must be tailored to fit the objectives and the personnel, a case
'could be argued that the academic department, similar to many research and development organizations, can best be managed with a participative decision-making model (PDM).
Proponents of this model (McGregor, 1960; Likert, 1961, 1967; Blake and Mouton, 1964; and
others) advocate three main propositions which Redding (1973) summarized:
1.
2.
3.

Managers should trust their subordinates.to be more responsible in the performance
of their jobs.
Managers should permit the subordinate to participate in the making of his own job.
Managers should replace much of the Mechanistic structure characteristic of most
institutions with an organic approach to organization.

Earlier (Goldhaber, 1974), I proposed that two ingredients discussed in most human resources
I stated that "integration of individual and organizational
models are tAudt and integuaion.
goals will probably fail without a certain amount of trust among all concerned parties." This
is most true in an academic department where the kinds of work done (teaching classes, writing.
course descriptions, conducting research projects, writing articles, participating in committee
meetings, etc.) require an integrated approach but will fail dismally without interpersonal
As with most organizations, it is the respdnsibility of the
trust among all working parties.
administrator (chairperson) to create an environment wh4e trust and integration may thrive.
Often we study and admire theories without the awaideess of how to operationalize them.
My objective here is to present several practical suggestions and examples to help the chairperson implement the principles of trust and integration within a social systems framework. In Jp
That is, whenclde
all of these suggestions, the notion of interdependence is taken into account.
eventually
be felt 0!)
change'one part of a system or subsystem, the impact of this change will
into
a pond.
throughout the organization, much like the ripple effect when a stone is thrown
style
and
increase
your
peace
of mind.
Implementing these suggestions will improve your management

,..;.r74
it

During your first ,month as chairperson (or at the beginning of the academic year),
c
meet with your faculty members individually to solicittheir goals, expectations of
you and the program, perceptions of your role. Also, share with them your goals, expecSpend one-two hours with each
tations.of them, and your role in the department.
faculty member, take profuse notes, send a typed copy to the faculty member for feedback, corrections and a signature. Repeat this process with many of your graduate and
undergraduate majors. During this process pay particular attention to the advice of ,
your.tenUred faculty whose experience can help you and whose alienation can hurt you.

2.

Prepare a departmental composite,
Compile a summary of collective individual goals.
identifying prIorities, sources of potential conflict among individuals and yourself.
Circulate this document and collect reactions.

3.

Assess your available resources (budget, equipment, space, students) and your environment (other departments, the university climate, the community); incorporate these data
into the priorities established above, producing a master plan for the coming year.
Too often overlooked, the environment within
Circulate, collect reactions, and revise.
which your department interacts should greatly influence this plan. For example, if
your department is located in a university near a large metropolitan area adjacent to
the Canadian border, your plan should probably take advantage of the natural resources
In this case, a program in organizational
resulting from these environmental factors.
or cross-cultural communication may prosper significantly. On the other hand, environFor example, if You hate only ten
mental factors may place limits on your program.
faculty members, you may avoid attempting too many new innovative prograiN for fear of
spreading yourself too thin.

4.

If the academic plan allows, you may consider adopting some of the following: teamteaching, team proposal writing, 'peer-group evaluation of teaching, involvement in the
basic course of'most4 faculty (for team-building and recruitment), a basic core curriculum required of all students covering the central thrusts of the department.

5.

Consistent with the accomplishment of your academic objectives, establish a set of
by-laws and rigidly adhere to them.

6.

Meet key administrators and faculty around your university to solicit their reactions,
perceptions, expectations of your and yodr program. Share with them information about
your program and identify common resources which can be shared (labs, rooms, equipment,/
people, courses, etc.) as you seek ways of increasing horizontal university contacts.
Prepare a summary of these potential overlapping relationships and present your concl
For example, if the management department offers a good cours
sions to your faculty.
in survey research methods or the sociology department in small group behavior, or t e
psychology department in statistics, it will probably be better to send your studen
If you have a piece of video equipment
there than to devefop competing courses yourself.
desired by another department, offer to let them use it when your students do not need it.
If you want to develop a research prciposal, seek cooperating and expert researchers in
related departments,

7.

Identify potential community-based resources (people, programs, organizations) which can
assist your program. Form a community- advisory council and meet regularly with them to
receive input about your curriculum and its relevance to community needs and job needs.
With their help, survey the community to ascertain the kind and alienability of jobs
Invite these community leaders to your
for graduates educated in your department.
Some may even be able to help teach applied
department seminars, parties and colloquia.
courses or provide internship opportunities for your Students.

8.

Schgdule an off-campus two-day retreat for your faculty, representatives of both graddate and undergraduate students, and interested community leaders. Generate a list of
priorities, tasks, assignments, deadlines, needed resources, evaluation techniques,
rewards.

4104-97

Monitor and follow-up the priorities generated at the retreat.
work or you risk accomplishing nothing.
".

Avoid attempting too m

h

4
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10.

Be sure they meet
Establish committees consistent with your by-laws And academic pkan.
writing to the
regularly, have specific objectives and deadlines, report orally and in
faculty, and are functioning properly.

11.

4

administraTeach at least one undergraduate and one graduate course a year, hire a good
and
conducting
necessary
tive assistant, and spend much of your time making decisions
Be sure you have a time-management plan
external public relations for your department.
problems,.and conflicts
which allows you to devote appropriate time to decisions, issues,
consistent with your academic plan and departmental objectives.

a positive and appropriate climate
12. Maintain a high moral and ethical standard which sets
climate,
much
of
the
above will probably fail.
for your department; without this
I
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OPERATIONALIZING THE ROLE,AND FUNCTION
OF THE DIVISION CHAIRPERSON
IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

42

Nary T. Newman
r.

The community college has grown and become an important institution ofhigher education,
Its unique functionS must be understood before the role and function of the division chairperson
it in this institution can be understood.
The community college may provide such educational
spec ialties as remedial education, occupational education, and a two-year baccalaureate transThese diversified programs are designed to meet ,the needs of the community college
fer rogram.
Stud ant whose profile may not look at all like that of an undergraduate student in a four-year
collge or university,
, Because of this diversification of program, the community college chairperson must be more
than a scholar in a subject area who may pogsess certain administrative skills. It is the purose of this paper to operationalize the role and function of this community college division
The limited body of research in this area is taken into account, and recommendations
chairperson.
are made as to how persons for this position might be selected and trained. The arguments Concerning which is the better adtinistrative unit, the department or the division, is outside the
Enough community colleges are arranged by division to make a-study of the
scope of this paper.
division chairperson a worthwhile one.
A division is defined by Pierce as "an academic entity into Which are combined the subject
utter disciplines of two or more related departments."1 its purpose is "to enhance interdisciplinary cooperation, cutting down on departmental warfare "2 This may be expected to avoid
4
polarizations and destructive competition,3 and, thus, be less of an administrative encumberance.
have smaller student populations and
his is particularly true since most community col g
fewer faculty members than do four-year colleges-and uni ersities.
Why must the person who administers the community c llege division bemore than a subject
tatter specialist? In eviewing the literature, the cha acteristic behaviors needed by this perKoehnline and Blocker lisp, such
son seem to be a list o things he or she must be able ti' do.
represent the division, manage practical retails, edit division work, develop curriduties as:
culum and instruction, and deal with business and fi,ance ; 5 David Underwood, in "The Chairman
%
as Academic Planner," claims that "clusters" Of duties such as planning, organizing, evaluating,
tommunicating, and controlling develop around the t pics "curriculum," "faculty," and "resources."6.
,Brann contends that the divisional system is more lo ical for community colleges, but bemoans the
fact that there is a lack of qualified, dual-trained aculty members to draw from in selecting
division chairpersons.?
If communif'y colleges are organized according to division, and if it is difficult-to find
;chairpersons trained in more than one academic subject area, perhaps another criteria for selecRole is defined by Pierce as'"the given societal context.'"8
ting these leaders is in order.
The role of division chairperson is developed through the'patterns of behavior exhibited when
carrying out the functions of this office. The functions have been described in the literature
as "doing" kinds of things which can be evaluated by observation.
What does all this mean? If we can.operationalize the role by describing the function of the
division chairperson and evaluate it through observation of behavior, we can train a person to be a
division chairperson no matter what the academic background. Or we can train division chairpersons'
without teaching backgrounds, if the things,they do are unrelated to a specific academic
,

:ba6kground.

If role and functicin can be operationalized, learning objectives can be developed for those
who aspire to the position of division chairperson. From the lists examined of what those in this
.
position must do, more training in human relations, psychology, communicatiOlp, and the social
Some
type
of
objectified
screening
device
might
be
useful
to
keep
;sciences seem to be in order.
out tyrants and lazybones.
Ifwe accept the notions presented in this paper, our ways of interviewing, reviewing credentials, and selecting'divisionchairpersons may change. We may begin to ask the candidate how well
We may begin to
'he ,or she can do those things that must, be done, and how we can know this.
If we
;rewrite job descrip,ions, advertisements for positions open, and criteria for application.
considered
do, the idea may catch on, and before we know it other administrative positions may be
in 'regard to the role and function of the person in that position. Someone may even consider thq
teacher in this context. It may be an idea 'worth pursuing. And not only in community colleges.t
.
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H OL FORENSICS WORKSHOPS:
PROPOSED STANDARDS FOR HIGH
FUNCTIONAL SERVICE FOR STUDENT PARTICIPANTS1
James#,Edward Sayer

(

At the 1972 Speech Communication Association Convention in Chicago, an a tion caucus was
.held to develop a statement of philosophy an ('objectives for the operation ofhigh school foren-.
sics workshops.2 The proposals and recommendations growing out of that discuSs3ion were finalized
and published in the leading journal 9f forensic though, but their impact upon the forensics
The redommenda.community has been minimal, and the status quo has remained virtually unchanged.
,tions of the 1972 conference w re designed to foster further discussion, perhaps leading to the
creation of a high school forensics .workshop "code" similar to the existing AFA code for intercollegiate forensic activities. Unfortunately, the 1972 recommendations have received but benign
neglect in the three years following their espousal.
However, it must be remembered that high school forensics workshops play an important part
they are national in both existence.and'scope; they
in the total educational forensics picture:
are hosted by some of the nation's leading colleges and universities; they provide instruction to
several Thousand high school students yearly; and the annual support-costs run into thousands of
dollars. Therefore, the examination of such workshops cannot and should not be easily pushed
aside. Their existence requires continual study and appraisal.
Realizing, as does Donald G. Douglas of the University of Washington, that "forensic directors can no longer avoid taking into account the call for sweeping educational change in determining the specific programs for future fOrensid education, "4 all administrators, regardless of
bureaucratic level, must carefully examine their school's workshops in light of educational needs.
The following material is offered as possible criteria for the makeup of such an examination.

The Phitozophicat Baze
The philosophical underpinning of a high school forensics workshop must be the concept that
the workshop exists as a service, a functional service, for the participating studedtS. That is,
decisions regarding staffing, costs, materials, curriculum -in short, all important policy
decisions must be made with the students as the focal point of the decision:making process.
Of course, all 'workshop directors would give assent (lip seri4ce) to such a philosophical
statement. However, when decisions are made on answers to such questions as "How do/I find a job
for this summer?" and "I wonder where I can pick up a few easy bucks?", there is a serious quesInstead, workshops should be grounded upon
tion as to the pedagogical intent of the workshop.
a
such questions as:
(1)

Is there a need for a workshop in this area?

(2)

Can my school provide the necessary facilities to support a workshop?

(3)

Can an adequate staff be assembled for the workshop?

Such questions provide the answers necessary for the determination of whether or not to
begin/continue a workshop, and, most importantly, those types of questions are student-centered,
resting upon the philosophy that forensics workshops should be functionally geared to student
needs and interests. While it is true that summer workshops serve as an effective future-student
recruitment device and as an additional Source of income for workshop faculty, the rationale for
the hosting of the workshop should not be based upon these fringe benefits. Workshops should be
designed foi the students to be served.

Extmat Factou
After the establishment of the student-oriented philosophical base, there are four external
factors that should be considered in the planning of a high school forensics workshop. As a
4,i
group, these factors operate outside the actual functioning of the workshop itself but are
critical to it.

1

NA: St, the workshop must be pertinent to the overall educational experiences of the high
It would be unfortunate if Pruett's discovery that seventeen percent
schpol forensics student.
(11%) of the 1970 University of Georgia workshop participants who dfd not feel the workshop
helped in their overall educational development were generalizable to all high school forensic
workshops.5 The workshop must be relevant to the past and future forensic experiences of the
students.' Anderson and nation's, national survey of high school programs revealed that "high'
..With few exceptions, high school
school forensic programs are essentially contest oriented.
forensic programs concentrate solely or primarily upon preparing students for formal contests
or festivals."6 Thus, to be relevant to the high school forensics program, the workshop will be
comp titive in nature--an important factor that has implications for internal factors within
the unctioninz of the workshop.
.

Second, great care must be given to the selection of the staff who will teach at the work
As Sinzinger has noted, "the experience and competence of the sta f
11 determine the
quality of instruction and training provided by the institute."7 Therefo e,
tential staff members must be scrutinized to determine their viability for workshop instruc ions purposes., The
staff must be able to work with high school students and must be committed
the philosophical
base of the primacy of serving the student participants._ The 1972 recomme da ion that "the
primary concern of the staff should be to serve students, not to obtain a ummer position"8 should
serve as the guidepost for staff selection.
It must be remembered that either (a) being an intercollegiate deba er, or (b) being an
intercollegiate debate/forensics coach does not inherently qualify.an
dividual for a high ,ochoot
forensics workshop staff'position.- The types of population bein
ed are vastly different.
It must also be remembered that a large, successful high shoo forensics program does not necessarily mean that that programs coach is an effective teache
Sometimes programs grow and prosper despite the abilities of their coaches. In short, more careful staff selection must be-made
than at present to assure top quality, personnel for the benefit of the student participants.
Thi&d, the cost to the gtudentmust be Stringently monitored and controlled.
All too often
workshop directors have looked upon their programs as "fast buck" operations, wherein a minimum
of effort, will garner a sizeable amount of money.
Over-staffing, unnecessary frills, mysterious
surcharges, et al, add up Co higher tuition and fees that must be borne by the students. Most
workshop students have to make a significant sacrifice to attend institutes. They should be
assured that everything for which they pay is necessary to their functional workshop training.
nation and Shoen have suggested that a thirteen-dollar per day cost to the student is the
maximum amount that should be charged the student.9' With that as a.realistic guideline, the
average two-week workshop should attempt to hold fees below $150,.including all necessary charges
for tuition, insurance, hbusing, meals, and materials.
FOukth, high school forensic workshops should be honestly and clearly described in all
advertising and publicity packages and brochures.. Sinzinger has suggested that such brochures
should include a description of the program, the purpose of the program, the total co
e areas
of instruction, the staff, the method of training, and application procedures.10 Certainly, this
suggested list is quite sound in supplying the types of information that workshp publicit should
include.
Beyond that, brochures and publicity packages should be accurate in describing t e
construction and activities of the workshop.
Purported benefits of workshop attendance should be
carefully screened to assure realism and validity.
High school,forensics workshops have been
notorious for spurious post hoc causal fallacies that assert workshop attendance has been the
reason for later competitive success. As with coaching, some ptudents do well'in spite of
workshop instruction.
In all cases, we must deliver that which we promise in our advertising. Workshop students
often make personal and financial sacrifices to attend institutes; the institute should keep. its
promises or not make them at all.
shop.

.

,

nteAncLE Fa etc) to
Having now described four critical external factors of high school forensics workshops, we
may turn our attention to the internal operations of the workShops themselves.
It is within thin
'rea, the interhal factors, that most complaints about workshops arise, and it is within this
arN that more effort needs to be channeled to assure functional service to the student partici-1
pants. Again, four major factorswarrant consideration.
,..
'I i )

Filt4t, it is imperative that high"school forensic_ workshops de-emphasize the importance cif
"Winning":--especially winning at all costs.Q While it is most certainly true that forensics is
au inherently competitive activity with "winners" and "losers," we must take steps to put the
competitive nature of the aC"tivity into better balance. Trophies, medals, and certificates are
pleasant rewards for successful forensics involvement, but they are not the substantive benefits
to be rained from such involvement.
Years after the trophies have begun to tarnish and old
debates begin to fade in memory,,more lasting benefits should remain strong:
increased communicative ability, improved powers of critical thinking, personality development, personal friendshipsthese are fat:more important than winning.
The recent concern over perversions of evidence, "trick" debate.cases, and questionable
ethical strategic ploys stem, in large part, from the all-encompassing desire to win, to be first,
to be the champion.
High school forensic workshops mutst teach the students that winning is
important only if held in balance with long-term goals and ethical methOds. To want to win
equires that'one also be able to lose. Unfortunately, workshops tend only to emphasize the
former while castigating the latter, thereby providing an unrealistic and damaoging view of
forensic competition.
Second, high school forensic workshops should mandate the student research of evidenceat
least as much as is feasible given the limitations of time and research facilities.11 The dumping
of hundreds of pieces of debate evidence upon the students by the workshop staff should be avoided
Research that is mainly an exercise of cutting and pasting materials from handbook's and prepared
evidence packages also must be avoided.
While the use of supportive documentation is an essential part of policy decision-making, it
m -t be remembered that evidence is but a tool of the persuasive process, not its end. One mus=t
ser iously question the value of giving each debate student one thousand pieces of evidence on
:he first day of the workshop something that occurred at one workshop in the past.
The student
rains nothing from such a system: he does not improve his researchskills; he does not benefit
from the evidence since he is not able to plaCe it in context. This type of so-called research
Mould be halted.
Third, high school forensic workshop's should operate to maximize individual instruction, a
oint affirmed by nation and Shoen: "Workshop faculties should be large enough to provide stuents with maximum individual ttention. If wisely used, a student-faculty ratio of 10:1 is
esirable."12
The factor of student2faculty contact is one that provides great problems for workshop
Often, a dilemma is created:
to hold costs down, fewer staff are recruited which
irectors.
esults in lessened individual contact. On the other hand, more individualized instruction may
equire more staff personnel which, in turn, means higher workshop costs to be borne by the stuents.
s a viable mechanism for escaping this dilemma is the use of modular scheduling, a
Pe
at divides students into relatively small groups that operate on differing daily scheThus,,while one group has a free period for colleague discussion, another group has an,
s.
ntensive session with a staff member. Modular scheduling allows for ,increased personnel contact
ith students without having to increase the number of staff.
Feuhth, great Care should'be given to the staff-student contact that is developed within the
perations of the high school forensic workshop._ Specifically, permanently assigning a group of
tudents to one staff member throughout the course of the workshop should be discouraged, in'that
uch assignment creates two severe problems. Permanent responsibility often creates the impresipti that "these are my students" for the staff member, leading to divisive and counterproductive
To assure his or,her students' success, the
ersonal competition, between fac'ulty and students.
staff member may overstep the bounds of functional instruction, actually becoming a workshop
articipant in researching evidence and writing debate cases. The purpose of the workshop is to
id the student, dot -to assuage the ego of every staff member.
Additionally, permanent assignment of staff dedles the students the benefit of drawing upon
Workshop instruction
the varied ideas and points of view available from all staff personnel.
should be a time of testing and experimentation of ideas and ap roaches, not just the one advanced
nments will the students benefit
Only by rotating sta
by one controlling staff member.
from their intensive workshop experience.
Regardless of one's agreement or disagreement with the ideas offered here, it is hoped that
the overriding philosophy will prevail: high school forensic workshops should provide functional
service to the student participants. Accordingly, it is necessary to take steps to assure that
It is an absolute necessity that.,
I
this is being engendered by the numerous workshops in existence.
Continual discussion and
workehepft,operate to serve the needs and interests of the students.
appraisal are necessary.
t.
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A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO FUNDING RESEARC, CREATIVE WORKS, AND PROGRAMS
Bruce E. Gronbeck and Harriet Douthitt
i

Applying for money to forward research, creative, curricular,. and programming interests is
any other persuasive process. A person continually must Work with a series of assumptions
of
udience, the funding agencies. One must assume that funding agencies are composed
about
over-worked, impatient bureaucrats, people often disappointed by unfulfilled promises, often
general readers rather than diseiplinary specialists, and often faced with many, many more proposals than they ever can grant or even read thoroughly. Funding agencies are made up of middlemen, caught between the petitioners and the holders -of pOWer-and-money (trustees stockholders,
other bureaucrats,' and legislative committee personnel). .A person wishing "outside" money for
worik:ltherefore, faces a skeptical and even hostile audience; any applicant begins, the persuasive
prohess as a perspn with,low trustworthiness and little chance for success.
-

I

4;
4

Any reasona y wel trainea r e or,
owever, re is es t e cia enge o an o stinate au ence,
especially when even the possibility of successful persuasion means that a person Will have the
time and resources available to both personally satisfy an ambition and contribute generally to
knowledge, art, and human understanding. This essay, therefore, while recognizing the difficulties of these tasks, is, predicated upon the assumption that the results of funding are worth
the struggle.
Because, many never have attempted to secure external,monies, we seek in this article to offer
general suggestions and guidelines for those undertaking grantsmanship for the first time. The
seasoned applicant will probably only find a source or two not previously examined. -But, for the
beginner, we describe a fly -step application process, with advicevneral enough to be serviceable
for most interests; as we will note later, different funding agencies have varied requirements,
but they can be explored by individuals after an Understanding'of the overall process is secured.
Following a discussion of the five-step process are appendices listing utilitarian publications
and sources of information.
Step 1:

Selection of a Project.

The advice, "first select a project," seems naively insulting, perhaps, for of course one
first decides what to do. On the contrary, many beginneri make one of two mistakes at the
onset:
(1)
Some simply search through research announcements until they fil4d an organizatd.on
with a lot of money, and then try to fit a prOject to that organization's interests.
(2)
Others
have in mind only a topic--say, male-female power relationships in communication--and then go
hunting for organizations who fund communication projects. If a person only is on a financial
fishing expedition or only has a vague topic in mind, he or she probably will get into intellectual and moral trouble. If one lets the funding agencies completely control ideas or if one
is not particularly committed to a specific, tightly conceived project,.either,one will become
an intellectual slave to someone else's perceptions of the world or else one may him- or herself
unable to generate the enthusiasm and hard work necessary to follow through on a proposal
and project.
So, know precisely what you want to do: Do you seek money for exploratory research into a
new idea or concept? Are you seeking to implement into a curriculum a theory Or pedagogy? Are
you attempting to,prepare materials--print or non-print--for fellow scholars, for students of a
particular level, for a general audience? Are you setting UP a continuing program, say, an
archive on feminist discourse, or dd'you envision a piece of research or creative work which,
If the proposal does have aspects of continuance, are you situated
essentially is "one shot?"
in a school which will be willing to'support Jr-once it is launched? Do you have the substantive
and methodological background as well AS An administrative track-record to cqnvincelhe hardened'
middlemen that you will follow through and complete what 'you startf*Such questions as these probe
your intellectual and emotional readiness tor proposal-writing.
Outline your project carefully, then proceed to step two.,
.

'Step 2:

In -House Discussions

2

Before moving ideas outside your institution or school, be sure to talk with administrative
A departmental executive officer, for example,
personnel potentially affected and useful to you.
should be appraised of your intentions, should you be asking for release time in the future,
ehould you be committing departmental facilities, or should you be proposing to augment those
facilities. The principal, superintendent, dean, vice-president for research; oy.office of
`research should also be approached. These people often have had several successful ventures into
grantsmanship under their` belts, and usually can offer helpful suggestions on proposal-writing,
advice on sources of money, and specific guidelines on what you may and may not promise a funding
,agency in terms of facilities, long - range' nstitutional commitments, etc.
Step 3:

The Search for Appropriate Funding Agencies

\,

One normally talks about two or three kinds of funding agencies: (1) governmental units,
philanthropic agenices or toundations, and, sometimes, (3)' professional societies and
university-based programs.3 The National Endowment for the'Humanities, the Ford Foundation,
the American Bar Association would be examples of each, respectively.' Understanding the cater
gories is important because of variations in application procedures, timetables, home-inatituThe federal Office of Education,
tional-fupport required, professional reqUirements, and the like.
(2)

4b

for example, Will sometimes make long-term program c mmitments (say, to support a Community
College Traineeship program for five years), while a private foundation may be less likely to;
a person applying to the American Council of Learned Societies will have a greater chance for
success if hiS or her professional organization is a member of ACLS than if it is not (and the
Speech Communication Association currently is.not); application forms for most governmental
agencies are long, complex, but at least somewhat standardized, while thuse of philanthropic
agencies often are short, of little guidance, and obstruse, and some may even require that you
make a personal appearance before their trustees to plead your case. Your fist task, therefore,
is to acquird some understanding of,the differences among these three kinds of funding agencies.
The second task within this step is to categorize your proposal, betause proposalskof
different types often are submitted at differing times of the year.
The National Endowment for
the Humanities' breakdown of categories is instructive:4
1.

Educational Programs (improve instruction and resources)
Project Grants (experimental-courses, teaching materials, library
materials, institutes And conferences, interdisciplinary
e
courses and programs)
Institutional Grants (major curricular work, including planning
grants to release people and acquire basic resources, program
grants which support.a fledgling prOgram for up to three years,
and developmental grants which fund full curricular reorganization)

2.-.Public Programs (affect the general adult public not it school)
Film /TV Grants (Public programming)
Museums and Historical Socie;es Programs (interpretive exhibitions,
¶ommunity education programs, personnel` development programs)'
Special Programs (innovative, "e4erimental" ideas)
Program- Development Centers (regional touring teams)
.

3.

Rdsdarch'Grants (scholarly and/or public research proposals)

4.

Fellowships and Stipends (senior, younger, summer-only, and community
4
college programs to support individuals)

,

:These; as we noted, are NEH's categories.
Other governmental agencies will have treship
programs or funds designated solely for ecAlipment purchase. Tobe sure, many foundations will
not use these categories or evej define their fbc' carefully in promotional materials, but at
least- an applicant should be able to use theS'e terms.
Once you have determined a category,- a general timetable, etc., searching the descriptive
materials put out by funding agencies is in order. Normally, superintendents, deans, vice-presidents, and/or officers in research receive periodic announcements from governmental agencies
'wishing tiliupport research or projects.
These are easily available and usually you can be led
through them by someone. Wending one's way through the list of philanthropiC, foundvVon, professional, and university-based funding agencies, however, is another matter. The most important
guides to philanthroK are both put out by the Council on Foundatidhs, Inc., 888 Seventh Avenue,
New York, New York '10019.
The one, The Foundation Directory (currently, Edition 4), attempts to
list afl foundations (to date, <5, 454) of reasonable size offering funds; included in the Directory
are general descriptions of awards, geographical or other limitsationi, and_addresses.5 The second,
bi- monthly publication is Foundation News; it lists recent gra'ts by field of interest, and often
has articles of use to those seeking money.
In addition to these two and other6 general helps, 'there are also publications, devoted to
lmore specialized research interests (see Appendix B). A gopd example is William L. Rivers and
1William Slater's Aspen Handbook on the Media.7 In the 1975-76 edition will be fotnd information
,--

*universities conducting major media research, other institutions doing it; and major instiItutians or agencies funding media projects. Because media-related projects are especially
popular, the Aspen Handbook is invaluable.
Through all of these aids--and, often, blind luck at seeing an announcement or talking with
'someone else of similar interests--one ought to be able to discover two or three funding Agencies
'particularly interested in the kind of project you envision. Matching your ideas and agencies'
,

goals will lead you eC-step four.

Step 4:

?

An Informal Application

In most cases, it is advisable next to make an informal, rather than formal, application to\
For some foundations (e.g. Exxon Education Foundation, Spencer Foundation)
a funding agency.
and for- most state arts councils and the like, an informal application is a two-to-three page
document, generally describing your institutional affiliation, the basic goals, scope, monetary
needs, and'time schedule for your project; evidence of other, similar. research activity; and
perhaps the names and addresses of knowledgeable persons who could be consulted. For most
governmental agencies, an informal application is actually the regular application form completed
in proper fashion; you simply indicate, however, that you wish anoinformal review for advice and
.

consultation before you, put the agency thr ugh its formal procedures.
in informal application accomplishes several things foara petitioner: (1) Most importantly,
it gives,you a,gauge of your chances for uccess. If a foundation tells you it is not really
interested in the type of proposal you wish to submit, you will have saved yourself time, work
ri

You very often get solid advice from the agency at the informal stage.
(2)
nd frustration.
reviewer will tell you if you have made any technical mistakes in the application, if you need
o clarify goals, procedures, budget, and the like, if you shold brilig in others; broaden or
arrow your purposes, and so oz. Most reviewer's are candid in evaluating proposals informally,
iving you the kind of feedback you need to maximize your chances for fibding. (3) Rhetorically,
e should add that an informal application increases your ethos; it shows that you'are concerned
or p oper procedures:that you value the agency's advice, and that you are not simply slapping
Informal application indicates a
oge, .er a proposal in the last month before the deadline.
,

eallthy professionalism.

.
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ready
Assuming that you have made a successful inquiry on an informal basis, you are anal
The
usual
proposal--and
of
course
there
are
many
expectatio
s--may
o build the proposal itself.
a cover sheet, summarizing the,"hard" mipt ial
(1)
ontain the following forms or sections:
a budget sheet, invented by you or outlined by the agency; (3) specific
rom the proposal; (2)
uestions ar und which you are expected to describe your project; (4) a call fof pers nal data on
he investi:Itor, assistants, and/or consultants employed; and (5) evaluation sheets, to be comall examine
leted by i formed persons unconnected with the Project Director in institution. We
e Gronbeck.8
hese sections one at a time, using as a sample a proposal recently completed by-B
his review will concentrate upon brief descriptions of items, and strategies toi Sider when
rafting m terials for those items,.
(1)
lover sheet. Cover sheet information requested is pretty well standardized; you simply
ve to fi d out who represents your institution's authorizing officer and payee (normally a
omptrolle or business manager). Strategically, one has to think carefully about only two
As with any title, the one on your application should
terns- -the title and the brief description.
Its descriptiveness, however,
e relativ 1 short, informative, and at least reasonably engaging.
important
attribute,
for
it
should
trigger,
as
any
encapsulation
should, positive,
s its mos
Likewise,
the
brief
description
should conformative associations with you and your project.
Such
descriptions
not
only
remind
application
entrate upon "what," "how " and "for whom."
eviewers what your project is about, but furthermore they are often used for publicity and other
inds of public information. They must be able to stand alone as short, continuous messages;
our credibility goes up in proportion to your ability to write short statements clearly.
"The budget," as Krathwohl states so wisely, "is an operational statement
Budget page.
(2)
f the project in monetary terms."9 Hiring investigators and secretaries, and paying for necesary supplies and equipment, computer runs, travel, preparation of manuscripts, 'tailings for,
nd reports following up, projects, and so forth, all cost money. Granting agencies know that,
Indeed, most people advising grant applicants argue that
nd are willing to pay for such items.
ne should never undersell a proposal; a funding agency would rather see a more expensive, comlete study done than a shoestring operation which could sacrifice 1u4ality. These agencies 'also
ow that no investigator really works in isolation, and hence they are willing, normally, to
ay what are called "indirect costs"--costs incurred by an institution in providing space,

ights, janitors, groundskeepers, and the like.
All of this is not to say, of course, that you should ask for the moon and three years off
rom teaching; obviously, funding agencies attempt to gauge the amount of intellectual; social,
nd pedagogical -gain for how many and for what sorts of people'they will see per dollar spent.
enerally speaking, the more you ask for, the more gain for more people you ought to be able to
In other words, when drawing up a budget, balance concerns for thorough professionalism
ect.
pragmatic implications. With these injunctions in mind, we can review the common terms one
s to deal with:
"Salaries" represent the base salary of the Project Directors, annual salaries or portions
thereof for secretaries and graduate assistants, and any fees paid to special consultants or guest
lecturers. For example, on the NEB proposal, Gronbeck asked for 100% of his salary for the two
onths of the core grant period (because he will be doing nothing professionally but work on this
project for those months) plus partial support for another nine months (which represents preparation and follow-up time). He has also estimated the amount of time a secretary will spend in
preparing materials, mailings, final reports, and so on.
"Fringe Benefits" will vary from institution to institution, but geneially every institution
will know the percentage-of-base-salary fringe benefits represent. Thy should definitely be
added into any proposal.
"Cost of Materials"--including duplication, office supplies, postage and telephone, and
Materials for students' use--are hard to estimate, but normally a funding agency will accept any
reasonable figure.
"Indirect Costs," as we noted earlier, represent monies paid by institutions in supporting
Institutions heavily into the grant-seeking business normally negotiate
you and your activities.
annually a specific indirect-cost figure with the government and leading foundations; a dean or
If none has been negotiated by your institution, you
vice-president will know that percentage.
will probably have to have some administrative official--or the granting agency--offer you advice.
Again, do not try to cut corners by deleting this item; it is an accepted cost, even though it
Note, too, that sometimes/AA is calculated only
will seem to outrageously inflate your proposal.
n salaries and wages, and sometimes, on the entire budget. Check your spgool's policy.
"Cost Sharing" refers to the portion of the budget your institution is picking up. Many ri-1
'budget sheets will actually have two columns rather than one, wherein money being requested is `)c*:
listed in the first, and money being cost-shared or supplied by the institution is listed in the
"Cost sharin " is sometimes re uired sometimes not. A federal a enc might demand that
[second.

at least one-to-ten percent be picked up by the home institution; sane.monies are given only on
'a matching basis--fifty-fifty; and, some foundations may require anything from one-to-ninety
percent of the cost shared by the home institution.
If the funding agency'you are interested in requires a substantial amount of cost - sharing,
;there are ways of-generating the money on paper:
(1)
Institutional absorption of the Project
;Director's preparation and follow-up time. In the Gronbeck NEH proposal mentioned earlier, for
example, about $1,900 of cost-sharing could be picked up by, indicating that the 10% of nine
Months (for preparation and follow-up) will be assumed by the university.
(2)
Partial support
or departmentgt absorption of Supplies budget. Depending upon the budget involved, this could
'amount to a few hUndred dollars to thousands on a major project.
(3)
Reduction of amount of
Pro ect Director's percentage-of-salary. If pushed, for example, the Gronbeck proposal could
ask NEH to pay not 100%, but rather 50%, of his'summary salary, reducing the proposal by avother
$2,138, plus a proportional amount in the fringe benefit category as well.
In other words, were
NEB to really "put the screws" on the Gronbeck proposal, he could cost-share over $10,000, or
nearly 25% of his budget.
Now, NEH would probably never ask or that much, nor would a department
happily absorb the supplies budget in particular, but it could be done and yet not hurt the
proposal substantially.'
Keep in mind, really, that "budgets" are normally made
of paper-only monies., from a
'researcher's point of view. That is, were Gronbeck not io get his grant for IWITIMmer of 1976,
he would still have his summer salary, would'still have secretarial services and supplies, would
still have a building to work in. The great bulk of most grants go to the institution supporting
ou; except for travel funds, hard equipment purchases, perhaps a research assistant, and the
like, you, as grantee, seldom make monetary gains, unless, of course, they allow you to work
during a summer when you normally would not be on a payroll.
Your gains are not principally
monetary, but temporal:
grants allow you to be released from, teaching and staff duties to pursue
research, creative, or planning activities. Especially in these days of lessening monies, most
funding agencies will look hard at proposals hiring several graduate assistants, installing
computer facilities, providing expensive guest lecturers,
etc.; your gain comes principally
;in the form'of freedom.

In summary, the budget page often looks formidable, but once you go through it step-by-step,
acquire a basic understanding of such terms as "indirect costs" and "cost sharing," and find out
from appropriate persons what your institutional norms are for indirect costs and cost sharing,
,estimated secretarial and staff, salaries, and the like, you can prepare a budget easily. When
you do it, only heed the two injunctions suggested--do not unders
your project (for you will
be doing no one in particular a favor), andmake sure that your pro ect description justifies
every single item you list. The budget dogs operatipnalize monetarily what you are doing; your
job is merely to cost it out.
(3)
Proposal description.
A funding agency or an administrator with grant-seeking experience
As almost alwa
ready to offer you informal advice on budget-building, title pages, and other
technical aspects of.proposals.
The proposal will, however, ultimately rise or fall on what you
can say about the idea and your own abilities to carry it forward to completionour next two
topics.
One key to your persugsive task, then, lies in the strategic drafting of a proposal
description, a task we will approach both generally and specifically.
Generally, most funding agencies are looking for clear answers to "whet," "why," "for whom,"
and "hew" questions--what you are doing, why it is Important theoretically and/or practically,r.n
what segments of society will receive the benefits, and how you will go about achieving your
'theoretical and practical goals operationally. Generally, in other words, a project description
is ad informative-persuasive document, similar in many respects to a dissertation prospectus.
Indeed, many funding agencies will ask you to describe a proposal improspectus-type categories-reasons,for the study, previous research, questions to be answered, and methods employed for
answerin them.
.
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More specifically, however, funding agencies often will structure a series of-particular
qVestions into which the what/why/for whom/how information is to be put. Because those question4,
vary enormously from agency to agency, we can offer only the most general sorts of advice:
No matter what else you Want to say, answer the particular questions as asked.
For example,
the Gronbeck grant application is for money to fund a special summer school class for teachers
already in four-year and community colleges. NEH wants them to get advanced training in
humanistic endeavors, generally, and in their own fields, particularly. NEH further asks to
be supplied with information on "the suitability of the library collections for the advanced
nature of the work which the participants may undertake over and beyond their work for the
seminar."
Given the content--eighteenth-century public communication media--of the seminar pro.posed, from Gronbeck
point of view a more important question about Iowa's libraries is, "Do
they have enough primary materials from eighteenth-century England and America to make this
teachable?" Indeed, his first draft of an answer to the question bullheadedly concentrated upon
describing Iowa's eighteenth-century collection.
Only when carefully re-reading did he make
the necessary revisions; he first answered the question as asked, and then, with a graceful
transition--"Actually, a more important question regarding library collections relates to the
seminar itself, given the-fact that it demands eighteenth- century primary material"--got to
information he deemed more relevant.
Attempt to write a proposal in the language-system of the funding agency. One Often speaks
of writing in "grantese," which is to say that most funding agencies habitually adopt certain
terminologies--entire, circumscribed coding systems--for talking about various sorts of proposals.
Even a casual check of The Foundation Directory shows that systems of language vary markedly
from group to group.
An example of language problems might be NEH's request that Gronbeck indithe problem of transmitting humanistic understanding to cpllege students is to be made
(This should not be construed as the planning of curricula
an integral part of the seminar.
or pedagogical training.)" When faced with such an instruction, an applicant-for-monies starts
That is :'humanistic understanding" to these folks, and, if the question of
bouncing off walls.
transmitting such understanding to college students is not a question of pedagogy, what is it?
First, he operationalized the concept "humanistic understanding" with references to philosophical
or critical theory-building; that is, he talked about the kinds of theories humanists vis -a -vis
Second, being careful not to use the terms ?curriculum building" and "pedascientists build.
gogy," he discussed ways in which so-called "humanistic" knowledge could be transmitted to nonNow, we all know that the
experts, i. e., either young students or general adult audiences.
and
the
question
concerning modes-ofqua tion of theory-building is ultimately curricular,
But, to meet NEH's concerns pre enting materials to students and the public is pedagogical.
to answer the question in the way they asked it--he carefully translated his thoughts
i.
.

into their language.

r-

The notion of translation is especially important for investigators seeking funds from
governmental agencies and foundations supporting educational research. The bureaucrats who write
up proposal requirements often come from one particular school of educational theory rather than
another; each school has its own vocabulary.
Work hard--for your success will depend upon your
effort--to translate your notions into theirs.
Do not skimp on describing how you will accomplish your goals.
If you are proposing an
experimental study, say, of reactions to male and female forms-of-address, detail your procedures,
design, and statistical tests. If you are proposing a film documentary treating university
administrators' communication networks, offer a minute-by-minute description of the film.
If you
are proposing survey research, historical research, creative projects, or whatever, similarly
`provide concrete discussions not simply of goals and knowledge-to-be-gained but also operational
'procedures., In&bed, it is even advisable--whether or not one is called for--to offer a full
timetable of your activities, so'that the reader can see that you can not only dream but also
:can pragmatically visualize the series of steps you will need to take to reach your goals.
Keep the proposal per se as neat, clean, and short as you can; use appendices for interesting)
relevant/useful material not expressly called for.
Special bibliographies, backgrounds on general
university programs of which your proposal will be a part, discussions of consultants, theoretical
defenses of pedagogical or critical points of view--such materials as these would probably clutter
a proposal, break the flow. Put them in appendices. They demonstrate your thoroughness and
expertise and indicate your concern that the reviewers fully understand programs and the like,
yet they also show that you realize they are of secondaiy and not primary importance. They
illustrate your professionalism.
Finally, the proposal description should stand as a continuous, well written ,'iece of prose.
The funding agency's questions may seem diverse and multi-faceted, but you must provide coherence
to them.
In the process of answering questions, do not simply offer terse, perfunctory answers,
but rather, seek to make the agency's questions seem asked in the, right' order for the right reason.
This means, technically, that you must work on transitions carefully, as you move from question to
question; that you must use traditional rhetorical devices such as introductions, internal
summaries, conclusions, and the like; and, that you must strike the balance between generalized
abstractions and concrete examples or detail:.
In summary, then, remember that proposal-writing is a rhetorical venture, one demanding
audience adaptation. You are literally forced--and it all is fruttrating--to take someone else's
-Weltanschauung (value system, attitudes, language, and habitual mades of acting) as givens,
tailoring your own concerns to theirs. That is hard, time-consuming, and occasionally, even
humiliating work; it goes against much, we are willing to wager, that you think you stand for.
But as we noted earlier, you rise or fall on the quality of
adaptation. For validation of
this comment, see Appendix C, which details the reasons pro $r
is are rejected.
(4)
Personal data. If the project description is one key to success, the second key is
2u- -your education, professional duties, publications, previous awards, and the like. While you
;undoubtedly are accustomed to giving others such data, again keep in mind that it is useful for
you to adapt it to funding agencies' concerns.
Lay out such data in a hierarchy representing the funding agency's or the proposer's princi7
interests. Because NEH, for example, is normally_ principally interested in supporting
"scholars," one normally begins a vita for them with one's education, awards, and publications.
Were you, however, proposing a curricular project to, say, the Exxon Education Foundation, you
might be well advised to begin with your education and a listing of the courses you teach, as
well as brief descriptions of curricular and pedagogical responsibilities you have had. Normally, we'suggest using a primacy model--presenting the most relevant materials first, the next
most relevant bits second, etc.
Chunk Your bibliography in a manner appropriate to the funding agency's or the proposal's
principal interests. Gronbeck, for example, in his NEH proposal, broke away from the usual
modes-of-presentation, either a straight chronology or a fo al categorization (books, articles,
reviews, convention papers, etc.). Rather, he presented a b bliography by substantive category- "British Studies Generally," "Bicentennial Works,","Teachi g nd Pedagogical Concerns," "Media
e categories was relevant to'the
Studies," and "Rhetorical Criticism Generally." Each o
,proposal; they tended to show his work in a manner which reflects the proposal's emphasis.
In at er words, while most of you are accustomed to- presenting important others with
description of yourself, do so in tactically sound ways. The same advice applies to the
presentation of co-workers or consultants.
Finally, do not dump extraneous personal data into a proposal. Entitling a list of your
work a "Selected Bibliography," not bothering to list, say, departmental committee responsiblities
except as they bear upon experiences demanded by the proposal, avoiding gratuitous lists of
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.honors, etc.--these represent tactics designed to indicate (1) that you are not wasting an
agency's time with irrelevancies, and (2) that you are the cool, not the indecorously overeager,,
professional. Let terseness and informativeness be your goals.
The last section of application forms usually consists of two or
Evaluation sheets.
(5)
thre copies of forms a granting agency wishes someone else to fill out.
Agencies realize that
they are not experts in all fields, and hence normally ask you to supply evaluators. Of course,
they know you are likely to select ones who gan be positive, but even so, these are important
aspects of application.
Three pieces of advice on evaluators are in order:
,

Make sure one of your evaluators knows you and your work well. If a funding agency receives
only generalized camments,from admittedly important people, they will discover only that you have
;big -time contacts. At least one of your recommenders should be able to speak or write from
,intimate knowledge of you; that recommendation,will have detail, and an agency wants detail.
Try to have at least one evaluator with a recognizable title.
Someone, for example, with a
Speech Communication Association title (and letterhead) will look good in your paCket.

And, if you can have a third letter, get it from some recognized scholar or contributor-tothe field, perhaps even someone outside the field of speech communication. To have in your file
a letter of recommendation from someone'who has a book on your bibliography or from an "outsider"
never hurts.

Overall, then, the letters of recommendation or evaluation should offer a funding agency
specific remarks and positive comments from titled and/or recognized scholars, or artists. Furthermore, obviously it would be to your benefit to contact these evaluators before the funding
agency does. If ,ou have time, send these people a pre-submission copy of your proposal, for
and:amazingly enough, your
comments, so that they can see your concern for social amenities;
potential evaluators might be able to make useful suggestions for alteration if you contact them
early enough.
With 41 comment, we come to the end of proposal-writing. Hopefully, you have done all of
this hard, time-consuming rhetorical composition early enough to give yourself time to make the
If so, you
necessary copies of a proposal and to get the necessary institutional signatures.
can mail off the. proposal (registered mail), and then simply sweat out the results. You will be
infuriated with the lack of communication from the funding agency and you will be bothered by the
picayune reasons--if'any--given,for your lack of success, but sooner or later you will receive
support for research or proeects you,Chink worth doing. Indeed, if you have carefully selected
grantipg agencies to'which to apply, your chances for success are greater than you might think,
despite the dour picture we painted earlier in this article.
Along with a successful'application will come the chance to make greater than usual contributions to knowledge and people's lives, as well as additions to your own intellectual and
No doubt you will learn to curse follow-up and summary reports, budgetary
'personal well-being.
tangles with your own institution's business office, the innumerable requests from othermaho have
seed your successful application listed in various places, etc. Yet, we think that particularly
in the instances of research, creative, and curricular projects treating communication and society,
you will be able to take highly personalized pride in your potential contributions to this
world, even if they must come one small step - -one small grant--at a time.
.
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By "outside" or "external" money is meant funds generated outside your own institution; we will
not be concerned with ways of convincing your own school to give you release time, equipment,
etc.

2

Additional advice on early consultation is given in PROJECT DIRECTOR'S MANUAL (rev. 1970; Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Office of Research Administration, 1970). A copy can be
obtained from them.
3
To this list could be added two sources--such organizations as state arts councils (4ho normally
use very simplified application procedures) and individual philanthropists (about whom
generalization is impossible).
4
Each fall, NEH puts out a general description of its programs, by category. Other organi4ations
often follow its breakdown and, more importantly, its understanding of these terms.
5
The DIRECTORY lists foundations with assets over $500000 or annual grants over $25,000. The
Council on Foundations also provides another service; for 15c per card, one can receive_
photocopies of annual reports filed with the Internal Revenue Service,,giving one detailed

information on granting policies.
See Appendix B.
Palo Alto, California.
7
Published by the Aspen Institute Program on Communications and Society,
This program funds summer courses
8This was an NEH proposal under its "Summar Seminar" program.
backgrounds and
for community and four.year college teachersinthefield, to broaden their
pending) was
Specifically,
Gronbeck's
proposal
(still
to give them interdisciplinary work.
Revolu
media"
used
by
advocates
during
the
American
for a course in "public communication
sample,
upon
request.
tionary period; it is available, as a
Syracuse Bookstore,
9
Y.:
David R. Krathwohl, HOW TO PREPARE A RESEARCH-PROPOSAL (Syracuse, N.
good
on
socialscientific
proposals.
1966), p. 44. This publication is particularly
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APPENDIX A
Aids to Proposal2Writing

I

r seek expert counsel or read general sources on
The beginner would be well advised *ei
proposal-Wfiting before moving into this busine s full steam. Below find a few representative
helps. Many of these, however, are dated, so you are advised as well-to occasionally survey such
periodicals as FOUNDATION NEWS, THE GRANTSMANSHIP CENTER' NEWS, PHILANTHROPIC DIGEST, and THE
CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION, for timely help, tips, and news on sources of funds.
Church, David M.
SEEKING FOUNDATION FUNDS. New York: National Public Relations Council of
(419 Park Avenue South, New York, NY .10016.) $1.50.
Health and Welfare Services, Inc., 1966.

NEW PERSPECTIVES.
Culbertson, Jack A., and Stephen P. Hencly (eds.). EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH;
Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Publishers, 1963. See Egon Cuba's chapter on proposals.

"A Guide to Obtaining and Administering Sponsored Research." (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Available upon request.
Office of Research Administration, September 1, 1970.)
Corvallis, Oregon: Office of federal
Ball, Mary. DEVELOPING SKILLS IN PROPOSAL WRITING.
$10.00.
(Extension Hall Annex, University Campus, Corvallis 97.331.)
Relations,, 1971.
KrathwohT, David R. HOW TO PREPARE A RESEARCH PROPOSAL. Syracuse, N. Y.: 0Syracuse University
(303 UniSiersity Place, Syracuse 13210.)
$1.00.
Bookstore, 1966.

Lindvall, Carl M.

"the Review of Related Research."

PROJECT DIAtCTOR'S MANUAL. Ann Arbor:
1970.
(Ann Arbor- 48104.)

PHI DELTA KAPPAN.

Vol. 40 (1959).

P. 180.

University of Michigan Office of Research Administration,

"How to Write a Project Proposal."
Smith, Gerald R.
Pp. 33-35, 57.

NATION'S-SCHOOLS.

Vol. 76, No. 2 (1965).

"Sponsored Projects Administration Services Manual; Section II: Guidelines for Preparation and
Routing-et-Proposals." Iowa City: Research Services and Administration Section, August
(University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.)
1972.

APPENDIX B
Aids' to Sources of Funds
'Periodicals:

888 Seventh Avenue,
FOUNDATION INNS. Published bi-monthly by Council on Foundations, Inc.
Includes grants index
Good journal 6n general philanthropy.
New York, New York 10019.
$10.00/year. Bi-monthly.
covering recent grants, listed by field of interest.

tri g

HF GRANTSMANSHIP CENTER NEWS. Grantsmanship Center. 7815 South Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90044. Contains'articles of help, e. g. Vol. 3, Jan., 1974, includes "ow to Use
and Not Mis-Use the Foundation Directory" and "Philanthropy in a Changing Society." Bibliographies.
$10.00/year.
HILANTHROPIC DIGEST. Brakeley, John Price Jones, Inc. 'c/o Mrs. Gladys F. MacGee, Editor, 6 East
43rd St., New York, New York 10017. Summary Of news and giving to education, health, religion, welfare, and the arts.
$10.00/year.
16 issues/year.
IGHER EDUCATION AND NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
American Council on Education. One Dupont Circle, Wash-1
ington, D. C.
20036.
Good journal covering governmental, actions relevant to education.
Free
to university administrators.
40 times per year.

HE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION. The Chronicle of Higher Education. 1717 Massachusetts Avenue,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
20036.
Good, interesting reading on current topics and events in
education, including funding.
$20.00 /year.
Weekly.
-PROFIT REPORT:
THE PHILANTHROPY MONTHLY.
Connecticut 06810.

Non-Profit Report, Inc.

205 Main Street, Danbury,

EPORT ON EDUCATION RESEARCH. Capitol Publications, Inc. Suite G-12, 2430 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20037.
Journal of highlights of current education research projects.
$40.00/ygar.
Bi-weekly.
EDERAL NOTES. Office of Federal Relations, Division of Continuing Education, Extension Tall
Annex, University Campus, Corvallis, Oregon 97331. Notes on upcoming governmental actions.
DUCATION- TRAINING MARKET REPORT. E. F. Shelley and Co., Inc. 1730 Rhode Island Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036. Articles on current national topics., including budget appropriations, personnel changes, research programs, etc. Bi-weekly.

HAVIORAL SCIENCE NEWSLETTER FOR RESEARCH PLANNING. American Institutes for Research. Suffridge
'Building, Suite Z21-225, 1775 K Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006. Current events in
the behavioral sciences.
4
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ther Su

ort Source Information:

vAL REGISTER OF GRANT SUPPORT. Academic Media, Division of Computing and/gOftware,
Inc.
32\.
Lincoln Avenue, Orange, New Jersey
07050.
A guide to grant support programs of government
tal agencies, foundations, and business and professional organizations.
Annual.
$35.00.
I

SPEN HANDBOOK ON THE MEDIA. Ed, William L. Rivers and William.Slater.
Palo Alto, California:
Aspen Institute Program on Communications and Society, current 1975-76. See the paper for
information carried.
.

HE FOUNDATION DIRECTORY. Columbia University Press, in cooperation
with The Foundation Center,
Washington, D. C.. Reference book containing raw data on 5,454 foundations with assets over
$500,000 or annual grants over $25,000. Published every 3-4 years.

HE TAFT INFORMATION SYSTEM. Taft Products, Inc. 1000 Vermont Avenue, N.
Washington, D. C.
20005. Membership rate of $185/year includes looseleaf binder with in-depth information on
major foundations, with periodic updates, revisions, news 'flashes, etc. Excellent source.
ATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE. Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Governmental Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. Comprehensive listing aad description of federal programs
and activities which provide assistance or benefit to the American.public. It includes over
1,000 programs administered by over 60 federal agencies, departments, commissions, and
councils.
$7.25/year.
.

URCES OF INFORMATION ON FUNDS FOR EDUCATION.
Office of Federal Relations, Division of ContinuEducation, Extension Hall Annex, University Campus, Corvallis, Oregon 97331. An annotated
bibliography on publications concerning funds available for education.

GUIDE TO FEDERAL FUNDS FOR URBAN PROGRAMS AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. Office of Urban Programs,
American Association of State Colleges and Universities.
Information on programs for support
of urban projects.

APPENDIX C
Reasons Why Proposals Fail

4.
Assuming that funds are available, and that neither geographical nor political factors can
a fect you, proposals should rise and fall on the merits of the ideas and the quality of the ,
p esentation. The followpg is a list of shortcomings of 605 proposals rejected by the National
I stitutes of Health, published by Dr. Ernest M. Allen (Chief of the Division of Research Grants,
National Institutes of Health) in SCIENCE; 132 (November 25, 1960), pp. 1532-34. We took this
material in abstracted form from A GUIDE FOR WRITERS OF RESEARCH,FROPOSALS (Ann Arbor: Office
of Research Administration of the University of Michigan, Septem6er 1971), pp. 15-16.
.

PROBLEM
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

.

The problem is not of sufficient importance or is'unlikely to produce
any new or useful information.
The proposed research is based on a hypothesis that rests on insufficient evidence, is doubtful, or is unsound.
The problem is more complex than the investigator appears to realize.
The prdblem has only local significance, or is one of production or
control, or otherwise fails to fall sufficiently clearly within the
general field of health-relgted research.
The problem is scientifically premature and warrants, at most, only a
pilot study.
The research as proposed is overly involved, with too many elements
under simultaneous investigation.
The description of the nature of the research and of its significance
leaves the proposal nebulous aand diffuse and without a clear research aim:

APPROACH (73 percent)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

.

(58 percent)

8.9
8.1

4.8
3.1
lip

3.0
2.6

r

The, proposed tests, or methods, or scientific procedures, are unsuited
to the stated objective.
The description of the approach is too nebulotis, diffuse, and lacking
in clarity to permit adequate evaluation.
The overall design of the study has not been,caiefully thought out.
The statistical aspects of the approach have not been given sufficient,
consideration.
The approach 'lacks scientific imagination.
A
Controls are either inadequately conceived or inadequately deSc.ribed.
The material the investigator. proposes to use is unsuited to the
objective of the study or is difficult to obtain
The number of observations is unsuitable.
The equipment contemplated is outmoded or otherwitse unsuitable.

34.7
28.8
14.7

8.
7.4

6.8.
3.8
2.5
1.0

INVESTIGATOR (55 percent)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

The investigator does not have adequate experience or training for
this research.
The investigator appears to be,unfatiliar with recent pertinent
literature or methods.
The investigator's previously published work in this field does not
inspire confidence.
The investigator proposes to rely too heavily on insufficiently
experienced associates.
The investigator is spreading himself too thin; he will be more
productive if he concenitztes on fewer projects.
Thp investigator needs more liaison with colleagues in this field
or in collateral fields.
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D.

33.1

OTHER (16 percent)

a

32.6
13.7

12.6
5.0
3.8

1.7

-

..,

.)

.

,./

i'

The re irements for eqpipment or personnel are unrealistic.
It app ars that other responsibilities would, prevent devotion of
sufficient time and attention to this, research.
The institutional setting is unfavorable.
Research grants to the investigator, now in fdrce, are adequate
in scope and amount to cover the proposed research.

1.
2.

.

3.

4.

10.1
3.0
2.3

1.!

These percentages do not total 100%, of course, because any given proposal could
4
have been rejected for more than one reason.

(NOTE:

=aw....

C THE EMERGENCE OF TISELF-PACED CLASS:
A RECENT INNOVATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALTORNIA

The concept of self-paced learnineis not a new one, but it has taken a decidedly new form
in the graduate program of the Annenberg School of Communications at the University of Southern
California.
Annenberg's self-paced cliSses have mid-terms and finals; however, in no other way do they
resemble ordinary classes. There are no lectures or clasiroom meetings.
Instead, students are
given listg of 1 rning objectives toward which they war their study as they do readings or work
with audio-visual materials in the school's "le ning center."
et individually or in small groups with proStudents set their own study schedules a
fessors when they have questions about the mate
ls.
Occasional discussion groups and field trips
-complement this self-paced system.
Many courses take'advantage of audio-visual aterials, such as videotapes, for teaching comq
munication concepts. In the words of the Dean f the Annenberg Schooli. Dr. Fredrick W lliams,
"We can teach a sttident about communication tec nologies not only in audio-visual less ns but in
the student's actual use of the technologies to obtain the lesson."
The primary advantage of the self-paced classes is that th49 allow the learning experience
to be maximized by, eliminating unnecessary experiences and by placing the primary responsibility
students have only to
for learning on the student. In a sense, it is a matter of efficiency:
study material new to them and professors do not have to repeat what is covered in the assignments
or'gear t ir ilectures to students who have had no prior exposure to the subject. In addition,
prdfessors are free to devote more time to individual consultations and research
therefor
project
e of self-paced clasfes peculiar to Annenberg is that mid-career professionals who
An advan
wish to take one or two classes per semester while continuing in their jobs can do so with relative
ease. The "lear ing center" is open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. four days a week, and from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. one day a week.
Expansion of the school will eventually take the form of locating curriculum at remote
learning sites. Currently there are plans to offir selected self-paced classes in Iran so a
student could begin studies in the Annenberg School before coming to the United States.
Both students and professors seen to be happy with the self-paced classes, although most
admit to an initial awkwardness - -a result of being conditioned to,conventional teaching methods.
.

Whether most learning4nstitutions could adopt such self-paced learning advantageously is questionable, but Annenberg has found it ideal for its needs.
1
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Michele Mc Glade

"FREE CHOICE," "INFORMED CHOICE," NO CHOICE

Despite the rather,bleak jpb prospects facing the humanities student today, the Association
of Graduate Schools (AGS) reports that graduate enrollment has pot decreased to any significant
In its report (abstracted in Behavior Today, October 27,, 1975, Vol. 6, 1139), the AGS
extent.
responded to a request from the Association of American Universities (AAU) for a statement on the
desirability of any form of pational planning to determine graduate enrollment. Their response:
.the substitution of a governmental decision for a private one on something as personal and
.
important as education would violate our tradition o f individual choice in a free society. On a
mare pragmatic level, manpower forecasts are not accurate enough to be given such weight.
They may be usefully taken into account by a student faFed with a career decision, but they are
too unreliable to be the basis of a national quota system." They continue by advising grad tt
departments to,inform their students of the current national forecast for job opportunities in
their chosen fields, and further suggest that "every professional group, includingoakts academic
members, should review the prospective supply-demand ration sic in its field and advise the
academic community accordingly."
(Italics mine)
In the field of education, ,particnlarly, the outlook is grim-to the point where the
According to the AGS
increase in gfaduate enrollment has assumed an air of Darwinian struggle.
report, "much of the increased enrollment appears to be the result of defensive credentialing-th'at is, by teachers seeking to stave off dismissal by securing a mster's or a doctorate in
eduCatiOn." We can see, then, that although teaching positions have decreased drastically, with
no visible signs of improvement in the near future,.scores of students are continuing to pursue
graduate degrees in education which might sooner lead them to the unemployment line rather than
the groves of academe.
The abstract of the AGS report is concluded with a summary of three steps called for by the
AGS to improve the quality of graduate education and its usefulness to students: 1) assessment
of departments and programs, to include both internal assessments and those conducted by visiting committees on a systematic, periodic basis, using methods of greater'validity than mere
"reputation" surveys; 2) publi$ation of placement information pertaining to recent graduates by
individual departments; and 3) publication of job market forecasts as a guide for prospective
.

.

students%
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN DOCTORAL PROGRAMS:

Michele-McGlade
(WHAT IS) THE Rga STORY

In a recent issue of Sexence magazine,1 Joseph L. McCarthy-and Dael Wolfle, in 'Doctorates
Granted to Women and Minority Group Members," published findings from a survey they conducted
among universities,affili Led with the Association of American Universities (AAU). To date, 75%
of all doctorates grante in the United. States have been awarded by these 46 AAU universities.
stitut ns are among the most distinguished and highly recognized in the country,
Becausethese
choice market' for the recruitment of faculty members, it was felt by the
thereby offering
would
authors that their present trends in granting doctorates to women and minority group members
in
terMs
of
the
nation:Pas
a
whole.
be both of interest and help in identifying those trends
Information on the number of doctorates awarded in each field from July 1, 1972 to May1975 to women and minority group members was requested from the graduate dean of each AAU memb
university; with but two exceptions, each institution supplied data. Where data was incomple
a relatively inf'requ'ent occurrence--proportionate estimates were given. A general summary o
their findings reveals,significant data-, indicating both new trendiand. directions, and concomitantly illustrating the continuation of traditional academic pursuits vis-a-vis women and minority
It should be noted that, for the purposes of this survey, the minority groups
group members.
referred to here are the.four principal minority groups of the United States: Afro-Americans,
American Indians, Asian-Americans, and Spanish-surnamed Americans.
The number of docEorates at AAU institutions is not substantially increasing above the 1969-72
level, with an increase of less than 0.7% between the 194-72 and the 1972-75 periods. This small
increase is apparedfly attributable to the substantial increase of women and minorities receiving
However, among the 712 "distinguished and strong departments" (Roosedoctoral degree.
th,
from
An rsen survey, 1969) of the AAU schools, a 3% decline in the-total number of doctorates
"Majority men show a decrease of 7% in these departments (com-1
72 to 1972-75 was observed.
19
39% (34%); minority mein
pa 4d wkth n decrease of 9% for 11 departments); majority women increase
increase 47% (61%); end minority women increase 221% (133%).
/(1,i

sc
e na ur
During this six-year perio (1969-75), of au the doCITM7777NEFERMar
mathematics, engineering, religion, and business administration areas, women received less than
10%.
In contrast, women received over 25% of the doctorates in the fields of speech, English,
Romance and Germanic languages, social work, healni sciences and home economics. In the 1969-72
period, 47% of all doctorates granted to women were fn six fields only: anthropology, biology,
For 1972-76, 45% are still in these
education, health science, psychology, and Romance language.
six fields.
Minority grow members received 3% or less of the doctorates awarded during this period in
the fields of the natural and biological sciences, engineering, mathematics and related fields,
classics, linguist'cs, business administration, religion, and agriculture, while they received
fivespercent or more of the doctorates in,the fields of social work (15%), Romance languages,
education, library_science, atmospheric sciences, pharmaceutical sciences, fine arts philosophy,
and specialized biological sciences. The concentration of 52% of all doctorates awarded to minorities was found in five specific fields: education (28%), engineering (8%), chemistry (6%), foreign languages (5%), and psychology (4%).
The, digtitibiltkon oe1973 decotrates is further broken down in the study according to racial
The data--gathered from students of
and ethnic group and field of doctoral specialization.
United States citizenship and those here on immigrant visas, only--reinforces the point that
minority group students are unevenly distributed among specific areas of concentration, and further
115\in their interests as follows:
show that the four minority groups differ substan
,

1.

Over 80% of thoge doctorates received by students of Asian ancestry were in the
sciences and engineering; and 75% of all minority members of the national stock of
TVs concendoctoral-level scientists and engineers a'.e of Asian.backgrbund.
tration is equally consistent in both native-born Americans of AsileVancestry and
those of foreign birth.

2.

nativeThe 1973 black doctoral recipienkgwere also broken down into two groups:
Here, as opposed to the2Aeian-American group, distributions
born and foreign-born.
were clearly marked, with the former group concentrated heavily in education (60%),
while members of the foreign-born group were much more often found in the
scientifiC fields.

3.

American Indian and Spanish-suriiamed students are most like the white majority in
terms of their dittribution across the fields of specialization. The former group
was largely concentrated (50%) in the sciences and engineering fields, 30% in
education, and the rr.giV ing 20% in various other fields. Native-born Spanish surnamed
recipients wer distributed across the fields of specialization.in a way
rn
similar to the general, majority of students, but with a marked preference for the
arts and humanities. Combined, the American Indian and the Spanish-surnamed
students account for only one - fifth of the minority total.

hose who are familiar with the 1973 National Research COuncil '(NRC) ;survey on racial and
ethnic information on doctorates conferred by United States universities will undoubtedly note a
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conflict between the NRC's statistics and those included in this study by McCarthy and Wolfle.
The NRC - survey. reported that 11.8% of all doctoral recipients in 1972-73 were members of the
four prithary minority groups, and an additional 2% were members of. other_ minority groups. However
AAU universities expected to award only 5.8% of all their doctorates to minorities in 1972-75.
This vast difference in data prompted to NRC"to execute a special analysis of 1973 doctorates
which explains the conflict in figures. The analysis revealed that NRC data was obtained through
self-reports at the time of receipt of the doctorate, and that of the 1973 minority doctoral
recipients, only 37% were United States citizens, with an additional 29% in the country on immigrant visas, and 347. of other types of visas.
McCarthy and Wolfle's data came from institutional records, with each. of those AAU deans
supplying information using a different system: non-citizens were included by some universities
in their minority counts, while two universities excluded Asian-American students from their
counts, and four included blacks only. Thus, while their figure of 5.8% from the AAU schools is
qightly underestimated, the NRC figure of 11.8% is clearly overestimated.
In summation, iris seen that the AAU universities--the prime 'marketplace' for the recruitment of new faculty members--are significantly increasing the number of Ph.D.'s awarded to women
and minority members, and are decreasing the number awarded to majority males. Between 1969-72,
and 1972-75, doctorates awarded by these universities to majority men declined by 9%; to majority
women, increased.by 34%; to minority men,, increased by 61%; and to minority women, increased
by 133%. While such statistics strike an optimistic note in the ears of women and minority
doctoral candidates, both present and future, the overall melody is a bit off-key when we stop
to consider the job prospects facing us.

Michele McGlade

1

Joseph L. McCarthy and Dael Wolfle, "Doctorates Granted to Women and Minority Group Members:
What Changes Have There Been in'Recent Years in Numbers and in Distributions Among Fields
of Study?", Science, 189 (September 12, 1975), pp. 856-859.
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BRINGING DINNER THEATRE TO THE COLLEGE AND COMMUNITY
A6m,

Brice Wilkinson

A recent innovation at Winona State University was created, at no cost to the University,
and with unlimited potential for theatre students, actors in the local community, cultural
enlightenment, and departmental and university good will: dinner theatre.
Dinner theatre provides the theatre student with a new surrounding, quite different from the
secluded, protected arena of the college or university stage. Hecklers, drunks, conversationalists, kitchen help, and barroom noise are quite a change from the traditional audience and stage
of collegiate theatre.
Practice on an unfamiliar set without the benefit of the scenery to be
used in the production is more frequently the rule rather than the exception, since the dinner
theatre stage is often unavailable for evening practice or even auditions. Par -ties or previous
business commitments, often a band, bingo, or other activities, such as a governor's luncheon or
an annual boat club coon feed, will interrupt any schedule, you may have planned: The challenges
are novel for the collegiate actor and thespian.
The benefits, however, seem to far outweigh
the disadvantages, what with a new audience, new stage, a business atmosphere ("if the public
doesn't pay, you won't stay"), and the chance to list some semi-professional experience on the
student vita sheet. You will, if successful, provide valuable experience for student and communit.
actors which can provide challenge and growth to the involved students and department.
An open audition to mix adult community talent with collegiate personnel helps the young
actor and should enhance the end results of all the performances, while also providing the community actor with an outlet for his or her often dormant talent. Thus, you hope to provide, theatre
for the masses while involving some of the neglected or graduated talent in a setting fortheatrical expression.
Dinner theatre brings the theatre to the poeple, a much-needed avenue if theatre is to provide enlightenment, comedy, history and lessons -in -life for the public.
A dinner theatre patron
can be an avid theatre fan, a walk-in, or a person out for an enjoyable meal and a good night's
entertainment. He is relaxed, but not captive, since he chose to attend;- he is sometimes intoxicated, but generally quite at ease and, by the second act, receptive to a good show regardless of
his theatre background.
The man on the street may, and often does, hesitate and fear to attend
productions staged on the college campus, foieign to him, while quite ready to accept a friend's
advice to attend a well-done dinner theatre performance in a popular local night spot. The opportunity to reach a new clientele for good theatre is definitely' present.
The department at Winona State University invested nothing. It merely sold the idea to a
local supper club and found a talented graduate student director to manage at one-half the ticket
price for the play, with the other half of the admission going for production costs and a student
internship program in dinner theatre. The management kpeps.the dinner fee, drink fees, and any
spin-off in increased business.
Dinner theatre can and should bring new clientele to a supper
club, and it can be sold to management as a means to build business on slow nights. The department need only find'an enterprising restaurant or night spot that is willing to take a small
gamble.
The department will not ruin or compete against its on-campus offerings, but it must
realize that it takes initiative and courage to innovate and deviate from the safe path of
tradition.
Conservative department members will be worried about detracting from student productions and possibly adding extra work to their own already overburdened schedules.
If handled
properly, the student and community talent should shoulder the major responsibilities of production and performance.
The college now has a new catalog offering new challenge's and programs for students, has
contributed to the community night life, has gotten many students into the business community,
has brought theatre to the people and has illustrated that theatre is a saleable product at the
local level.
Theatre makes a contribution to the improvement of the life of the everyday citizen;
dinner theatre brings that enhanced entertainment, enlightenment or great lesson of history into
the citizens' and non - college theatre goers' lives. When handled correctly, dinner theatre enable
both theatre and the department to reap real benefits in good will and cultural contribution to
the community.
Student and departmenal growth, due to an innovative and creative new adjunct to
the traditional departmental and collegiate theatre offerings makes the challenge both attractive
and potentially rewarding.
Why isn't more of this type of theatrical innovation being done on the college and university
level? Each reader must and should'answer this question for him- or herself. To involve your
department in this question, why not pr.esent the possibility of this new and exciting challenge
at your next departmental meeting and do your part in building a new student offering while
bringing theatre to the public in your community.
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.Record of Winona State University's Dinner Theatre Effort
First, we sold the idea to themanagement of a local supper-club with an inadequate stage,-.;and inadequate lighting--at the beginning of the fall term, 1975. We then selected a good play
with a small cast that would hopefully set a standard of excellence for the future. Another step
was to improve the inadequate stage_and lighting facilities.
I

)
Advantage was taken of all free news media coverage on radio, television and in
newspapers,
and by university.press releases and personal appearances.
A non-profit dinner theatre account
was established so that more free news coverage was possible.
The Communication and Theatre Arts
Department cooperated with the local management and established ten four-credit-hour student
internships in theatre, in the areas of technical production, acting, business
management and
publicity.
These were token paid internships to provide semi-professional experience and incentiv
to students.
The Department attempted to keep established summer community theatre and other groups with
boards of directors and staffs, including, our own, as separate from the hired manager-director
as possible. The management of the supper club worked solely with
the graduate student
manager-director.
The upcoming production was advertised with posters, newspapers, and whatever the limited,
often non-existent, budget allowed. We contacted all the lOcal service organizations and clubs
with offers of a free program of excerpts from the play for their groups. The show played Wednesday and Thursday nights for a six-week run to over 600 people. At,$2.00 per ticket the show broke
even and new student and community interest insured the successful casting and production of
future runs. The total buffet and theatre price was a low $5.95 per ticket.
It should be noted
that this was genuine dinner theatre, with the patrons eating in the same area prior to, and often
during, the play.
Try to select a setting where this arrangement is possible, to make dinner
theatre the experience it should be, where all of the sense modalities of the audience are stimulate ik The setting need not be like the'Marriott
Inn Drury Lane North Theatre in Chicago, with
its go-called 'dinner theatre.'
There patrons, if they choose, eat first and then go to a separate 800-seat theatre.
Is such a setting really dinner theatre, or merely transplanted traditional stage theatre? Most colleges have an adequate collegiate forum,
so seek to establish a
new arena that is a true dinner theatre, providing new challenge and potential.
We envision someday employing an artist-i4-residence both on-campus and in the dinner theatre.
and will hopefully provide gainful employment for the manager-director and valuable experience
for our would-be actors and other theatre personnel.
The supper club management'is still enthusiastic about the results, and this, together with
the overwhelming critical and public response, supplmented by growing student interest and participation, causes us to conclude that the future looks bright for dinner theatre in Winona, Minner
sota.
Our University-management agreement to date has been a."gentlemen's agreement." The total
cost has come from the admisSion price with no expenses paid from either the supper' club management or the University Department. We both conclude that the potential for
business growth in
dinner theatre is unlimited, and with continued success a formal, contractual business arrangement
is possible in the future.
.
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